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AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY & PROPERTY DAMAGE
INSURANCE
Special Eight Months’ Policy
(Private Passenger Cars)

Most-4 Cylinder Cars.................................. $14.67
Most 6 Cylinder Cars..................................
18.00
(You do not need to pay us more and wait a year
'for a rebate)
The possession of the above policy enables you
to buy:
(1) COLLISION INSURANCE (Damage to
YOUR OWN car) at HALF PRICE to
careful and fortunate drivers. Sold ONLY
by us. No other Company offers you this
special rate.
(2) AUTO PLATE GLASS INSURANCE at
special rates from $1.50 to $6.00 depending
upon the car. These are lower rates than
others charge.
(3) PERSONAL
ACCIDENT
POLICY—
$2,500 for accidental death~cost only $1.00
annually.
The "American Companies Only” Agency

E. C. MORAN & CO.
General Agents For State of Maine
425 Main Street
Tel. 98
Rockland, Me.

A STRANGER’S
HEARTHSTONE
Is a poor place for the aged.
If you determine to save a por
tion of your savings regularly
and to deposit it in the North
National Bank you will have a
hearthstone of your own when
old age comes and will not
have to sit by that of a stranger.
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNT8
Limited United States Depository
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

FOR THE FISHERMEN

The Courier-Gazette

PAINTUPTIME!

ALL THE HOME NEWS

MONARCH PAINT
MASURY’S RAILROAD PAINT
MASURY’S PERFECTION PAINT
KING'S PAINT
KYANIZE ENAMELS
KYANIZE VARNISH
VALSPAR ENAMELS
VALSPAR VARNISH
CARMOTE FLOOR ENAMEL
BUTCHERS WAX
JOHNSON’S WAX
OLD ENGLISH WAX
GOLD A ALUMINUM BRONZE

and cliffs wljich have hid dcllance.to
mother ocean. For centuries the sea pionship

•••
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OIL STAINS
LINSEED OIL
TURPENTINE
PUTTY

GLASS
SHINGLE STAINS
WAG0Ni PAINT
MURESCO
PASTE

/

With the
BOWLERS

DECALCOMANIAS

Cobb and Valley of the local staff
of the Maine Central Railroad were
in fine fettle at the Star alleys Sat
urday night, and won their match
with Hawkes and May of Portland
by 86 pins. Valley had the highest
string and total, and failed 'only
thrice in his 10 strings to exceed
the century mark. Cobb had only
three strings which did not exceed
100. The visitors were hitting a fast
clip, but were scarcely prepared to
give battle to two bowlers who were
averaging 104.4 and 103.6. A return
match will he bowled at the Congress
Square alleys in Portland next Sat
urday night.
1
The summary:
Cobb
Valley
Hawkes
May
116
102
92
118
103
108
99
93
97
86
121
103
107
88
97
92
108
115 »
99
101
106
96
93
98
99
106
79
93
107
107
102
107
83
123
109
101
110
113
98
101

NU SILVER PLATING FLUID
ROOF PAINTS

COPPER PAINTS
SAPOLIN ENAMELS
SPONGES
BOAT PAINT
SCREEN PAINT

PATCHING PLASTER
FURNITURE POLISH
DUTCH BOY WHITE LEAD
STEEL WOOL

KENNEDY RADIOS
THIBAUT WALL PAPER
SHELLACS
PAINTING IN ALL ITS
BRANCHES

JOHN A KARL & CO.
Telephone 745 W
ROCKLAND

1036

. 41-T-50

1044

989

1996

Melt in spoon; inhale vapors;
apply freely up nostrils.

L A. THURSTON

VICKS

REALTOR

Real Estate

VAPORUB
Owr 21 Millie* Jan U-4 Yaarb

Bought, Sold and Traded.
Shore and Lake Property
a Specialty

G. K. MAYO
CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES
ALL WOOL SUIT or OVERCOAT
AS LOW AS $25.00
Made in Any Style. Best Linings,
Trimmings and Workmanship
Tel. 304-J. 22 NTasonic St. 33-tf

LISTINGS SOLICITED
468 OLD COUNTY ROAD
Telephone 1181-W

Shares of the Fifty-Fourth Series

Rockland Loan and Building Association
“IT IS IMPOSSIBLE

Will Mature April 15, 1926
Owners of these Matured Shares may choose either of the
following methods of settlement:
FIRST

FOR ME TO SAVE”
This is the poor excuse of

Withdraw the full amount in cash.

the thriftless.

SECOND
Exchange for 4% Matured Stock Certificate on
which Dividends arc payable semi-annually.

If you have the

will to save you will find a

way, no matter how small your

THIRD

Exchange for an Advance Payment Certificate
which will pay from 4% to 5% according to the
time it remains with the Association.
Number of Shares in the 54th Scries,
.
85
Number of payments on each Share,
144
Amount paid in on 85 Shares,
$12,240 00
Dividends earned at 5'/2%,
4,996 30
Withdrawal Value,
17,236 30

income.

by

Begin to save todays

making

Call at this Bank and get your
MONEY BARREL

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rockland, Maine

sherwinWiuiams

CREEN ENAMEL
Saves the Cost of New Screen*
A new screen costa more
than a coat of paint on
an old one
S-W Screen Enamel
makes old screens look
like new. retards rust
preserves the screen,
givese handsome finish.

a deposit

in

the

“HAIR-GROOM

The Rockland
Nat i onal Bank
^FEDERAL RtStRv£
.SYSTEM.

Security / Trust Company
<J “No habit is so easy to form, none so hard to
break, as that of reckless spending. On the other
side, none is more certain to contribute to security
and happiness, than the habit of thrift, of savings,
of balanced budgets and living within incomes.
If I could urge upon the Americar$,people a single
rule applicable to every one of them, it would be
to learn to spend somewhat less than your income
all the time.”—Calvin Coolidge.

4% PAID
on
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

>Keeps Hair Combed, Glossy^

Can also he used on
frames.

SECURITY TRUST CO.
DEN,

Rockland, - - - Maine

ROCKLAND
UNION,
VINALHAVEN,

"Hair-Groom"
is a dignified
combing cream
which costs only
a few cents a jar
at any drugstore.
Millions use it be
cause it gives that
natural gloss and
well-groomed ef
fect to the liair—
tliat final touch
i to good dress both in business and on
social occasions. Even stubborn, un
ruly or sliHni|>ooed liair stays combed
all day in any style you like. ‘IlairGroom” is greaseless; also helps grow
thick, heavy, lustrous hair.

^Nestkrlze/
Blow-out
repairs
—carefully made, will save you
the cost of a new tire. Show
your tire to us before you
decide to throw it away. If
we fix it we guarantee result*.
Official licensees Nestler
Rubber Fusing Process.

Does not fill the fine
meshes of the screens

W. H. GLOVER CO.

undefeated

The concluding speaker was Prin
cipal Verrill and with customary
challenge when a southeast gale mentary banquet tendered to the
straightforwardness lie placed him
sweeps the coast. As fall approaches victorious girls’ basketball squad of
self on record as a supporter of
and winter swings into line those R. H. S. at the Thorndike Grill
girls' athletics. He regretted that
challenges are repeated and although Thursday night. A little story hangs
circumstances this year had pre
the shores withstand the battling thereby, too. At the 1925 banquet
vented the girls from getting the
fury of the monsters, property suffers given In Legion Hall, Mr. O'Neil,
consideration in the matter of big
a tremendous loss and the fishermen ever a staunch supporter of basket
games that their prowess so richly
always pay the giant shares of such ball, was one of the speakers, and In
deserved, but promised a great
the course of Ills remarks promised
destruction.
schedule for next year. .Mr. Verrill
Many are the fishermen who go a banquet for 1926 if the team
to bed at night, only to be awakened
by a howling gale, and realize that
the fishing gear that they have
entrusted to mother ocean is being
swallowed up because the high winds
have angered her to such an extent
that she now rolls and tosses and
runs before the dreaded foe. the
wind Increasing in velocity until the
ocean Is rolling and tossing into a
boiling mass of waves, mountain
high.
* * * *
For weeks at a time fishermen
wait for a chance to go to their
property or to the place where they
last placed it. only to find that the
ocean has swallowed up 50 percent
ot It and at times, practically all
of It.
Occasionally after a storm
a fisherman finds himself entirely
out of business. Such Is the life of
the men who furnish the most
wholesome food on which we live.
These worthy, weather beaten citi
zens should he encouraged in every
possible way instead of being dis
couraged by imposing a gasoline tax
on them, to help build and repair
the roads of which they seldom have
any use. Is it fair to make these
men contribute to such an enter
prise, and should we take from them,
that surplus which they are trying
to get together for time of need?
A 'fisherman's life is tilled with
disappointments, with hazards and
with destruction, hut never was dis
appointment more keenly felt than
when he was confronted by a gaso
line tax.
Nothing could he more
unjust, nothing could be more dis
couraging to a person who braves
The Rockland High Championship Girls’ Team.
the sea to furnish food.
Let us all work together with
with the coming of Coach Sullivan. lias been an ardent worker for tlie
one thought always in mind, and that proved successful. The Thorndike
He felt that the 1926 team had success of the team all year and
to relieve the fishermen of the tax dinner was the result.
Thirty persons, members of the proven Itself worthy of the mantle has studied its play very carefully.
on gasoline, and in so doing lighten
of greatness and looked for the His statement that he felt the outfit
their burdens and give them courage squad and those connected with it,
had never met its equal brought
were seated at the table which ran- conquest of Portland in 1927.
and a feeling that we appreciate the
Mrs. J. H. Flanagan was next great applause. The speaker took
the full length of the grill room. At
good work they are engaged in.
the head of the handsome jonquil- called upon nnd was given the rous occasion to remark on the splendid
* * • •
decorated hoard- sat the host and ing reception tlnrt—wim the due- of support accorded by Rockland citi
1 am afraid that a majority of the "Smilin' Bill” Sullivan, coach of the the mother of four players on tlie zens, especially Mr. and Mrs. O'Neil,
people of Maine do not half appre- team and Introduced as toastmaster present teams. Klip modestly con who havo many times helped out In
, date the part the lishcrnien arc of the occasion. He proved himself fined herself to best wishes lor the difficulties. He thanked tlie squad
; playing in the food supply. We go thoroughly at home and kept the next year's sextette. 'Mrs. Charles for its efforts on the basketball field
i to the markets and purchase vegegroup in Jolly good spirits all through Fales. Mrs. David G. Hodgkins and and for Its uniformly excellent class
• tables for the table and we all know
Mrs. C. O. Perry, three of the finest room work as well, and completely
the ceremonies.
where and how they are produced
The dinner itself was a master of basketball mothers who have demoralized the coach by throwing
because we often see a nice garden
piece with roast native chicken as worked as hard as the players during still more verbal pennies on the
I or an acre of potatoes or a half acre
the piece de resistance with all the the past season, expressed their con drum of appreciation. Tlie session
j of cabbages, from our automobiles
fidence of great tilings another year, concluded with nine more rahs for
j as we travel the country highway, fixings, of a quality und served in equalling tlie fine 1926 record.
Mr. and Mrs. O'Neil and the famous
a style that reflected real credit on
hut it is different with the fishermen
Miss Marion Holt, assistant coach old High School "Ki Yi."
the Thorndike cuisine. TIip guests
i because they leave their homes and
The guests Included Mayor Carver,
proved their appreciation by lusty and ardent supporter of the team,
igo out on the ocean far beyond our
named four points she admired in Coach Sullivan, Principal Verrill,
J vision to catch the food that they cheers for "Gene."
Mayor James F. Carver, who had the Rockland girls—they put their Mrs. J. H. Flanagan, Mrs. Charles
furnish. If the tax that they pay
acquitted himself with valor with whole soul into the game: played Fales, Mrs. D. G. Hodgkins, Miss
i made the roads they travel any
knife, fork and spoon, was the first fair;' showed good sportsmanship Marion Holt, Mrs. C. O. Perry, Ange
smoother, the tax would be justified
post-prandial speaker and came out and knew the great principle of lina Mazzeo, Virginia Egan, Ethel
hut It does not, and when a tax is
Thomas, Annie Dunn, Lois Dalzell,
firmly in favor of girls’ athletics In unselfish team work.
levied on them it makes their roads
There was an expectant hush on Kathleen Webber, Carol Flanagan,
High Bcliool. “The victories of the
just that much rougher.
girls' basketball teams the past few the part of the jolly youngsters as Della Parsons, Evelyn Perry, Lucille
A fisherman's life is not as pleasant
years
have been the great outstand Lucille Hodgkins, blonde leader of the Hodgkins, Katherine Veazie, Jeanette
as is sometimes pictured.
They
ing feature of High School athletics.” victorious warriors, made her bow. Smith, Helen Coltart. Margaret Egan,
generally leave home at the dawn of
said iHis Honor. "The teams have The reason was soon apparent, for Brenda Blaekall, Maybellc Fales.
day with the fog often so thick that
had no ups and downs. They have with a few graceful words expressive Florence Legage and Ruth Koster.

Well-Groomed all Day

Is extended to you to open a
savings account with one dol
lar or more. To start saving
is the main thing, after that
it is easy with the use of a
MONEY BARREL.

coming

been consistent winners and reflected
real credit on the school. I'm for
the girls, in basketball or any place
else," he said, amid laughter and
applause. He took occasion to give
credit to the loyalty of the substi
tute players whose unselfishness wus
no mean factor in the team’s suc
cess.
He prophesied success for
another year, promised more support
to girls' athletics and paid high
tribute to the basketball (and social)
achievements of the blushing coach.
The famous 'State champs of 1921
and 1922, ushering in the Golden Age
of .Basketball for Rockland High
School, were commented upon by
J. M. Richardson, who noted the fact
that the era of outstanding success
in local girls' athletics coincided

admiration
coach she
handsome
seal ring,
token of their lasting esteem.
Evelyn I’erry, stellar forward of the
team, was the next speaker and
added further to the confusion of tlie
rattled Sullivan by saying some very
nice things, also thanking Principal
Verrill for his pleasing attitude
towards girls’ athletics. She wished
Captain-elect Flanagan all success
for 1927.

Rockland National Bank.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

An Invitation

and

H has met that challenge with fury and through the past season and confi

•••, ••• •••

untiring force and for ages the great dent that you will have a State
—
True religion affords government
bluffs
have come forth with crowns championship outfit next year," was
•— its surest support.-—George Washing- •••
of
victory,
only to enter another Gene O'Neil's opener at the compli
••• ton.
—

BRUSHES

305 MAIN ST.

•GENE O'NEIL PLAYS HOST

Subscription $3 00 per year payable In ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
and very reasonable
N EWSF A PER HISTOR Y
We who have lived on the coast of
The Rockland (iazette wwa established io
'1 am proud to have you girls as
1816
In 1871 the Courier was established Maine have watched from childhood
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. the waves of the Atlantic dash guests here tonight, proud of the
The Free Press was established in 187»5, and against tlie rugged‘shores and break
in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. into spray as they met the rocks splendid record you have made In
These papers consolidated March 17 1897.
winning the Knox & Lincoln cham

Mi ••• •••
•••

Volume 81................. Number 44.

Director Crie Thinks the Law
On Gasoline Should Be
of the high regard and
Gave Victorious Basketball Lassies One Royal Good Time) the
team had for its
Amended.
presented him with a
—Coach Sullivan Blushes.
Knights of Columbus

THREE-TIMES-A.WEEK

DAYFAN RADIOS

At the Sign of
!North National
lal Bank;
“ *

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 13, 1926.

KNOX RUBBER
FUSING CO.

WAR

15 Washington Street
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

RESOURCES $3,856,000.00
29-tf

it is impossible to sec more than
a few hundred feet away. They go
out among the rocks and ledges,
taking their lives in their hands to
obtain a sufficient amount to furnish
their families with the necessities of
life and to bridge them over the
rough days when they cannot fish.
If every day was pleasant, nearly
everyone would enjoy fishing hut
only a few of the 366 are pleasant
ones so the fishermen have to take
many chances In order to keep the
wolf from the door and give their
children an education.
When war was declared the fisher
men stepped forward at once, took
command of the ships and did their
part to hasten the close of the great
World War. Courage was necessary
to travel a road that was invested
with the enemy's submarines hut the
fishermen did not Lack this courage
for If they had, they never could
have earned tlielr daily bread by
fishing.
Now that the war Is over, are we
to forget in a few short years the
prominent part that these fishermen
played In that great conflict, or are
we going to show our appreciation
of that splendid work by repealing
the law which imposed a tax on
gasoline used by the fishermen in
the engines that power tlielr boats?
I believe every legislator In 1927
will feel it his solemn duty to
amend the law on gasoline so that
the fishermen will know that the
great work* done by them in the past
has been appreciated.
The Atlantic Fisherman, a maga
zine published in Boston. Is doing
its part by printing in each issue an
article on the necessity of repealing
this law. When an out of the State
magazine is taking such an interest
in the Maine fishermen, we citizens
should at least show through the
press that, we too, are equal to the
occasion and keep the good work
' continually before the people. Let ns
I hear from everyone who has the
interests of the fishermen at heart
land also from the fishermen them
selves.
H. D. Crie.
■ELLS
Crystals xlobulvs dropping through the dusk
Koch tone translucent sinking to the ground;
Far and faint, the evening bells,
Falling stars of sound.

—Katharine WaoMurn Harding ia Lyric West.

A GOOD PAYROLL

Lime Company Put Nearly
$10,000 In Circulation on
a Recent Week.
The present operations of the
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corpora
tion show activities 60 per cent
larger than the corresponding period
a year ago. according to President
George B. Wood, who left yesterday
for New York on a business visit.
"Inclusive of the six gas kilns
we now have 21 kilns afire," said Mr.
Wood to a Courier-Gazette reporter.
“Building operations in New York
are proceeding on a large scale, and
the prospects are bright for big
ger business in New England than a
year ago. The weather conditions in
this section of the country have heen
holding up construction work. There
are many orders for agricultural
lime, but the shipments are delayed
by impossible transportation facili
ties.
At least calculation we arc
30 days behind on this account."
It will interest every Rockland
citizen lo know that.the Rockland &
Rockport Lime Corporation and Lime
Rock Railroad had 445 men on their
payroll for the week ending April
3, and the pay envelopes for that
week aggregated $9965.
Quite a little item, eh?

Forty uniformed motor-cycle po
liceman are engaged in a safety edu
cation campaign In all rural schools
on trunk lines In Michigan, under the
supervision of tlie Ftate department
of public safety. The officers visit
schools and personally instruct pupils
in the necessity for safe play on
school grounds and how to avoid
danger on public highways. The
campaign 4s Indorsed by the Slate
department of public instruction and
tlie State teachers' association.
If voters keep on electing widows
to tlie public offices formerly held by
their late husbands some statesmen
will begin taking tlielr meals away
from home—Chicago Daily News.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
"Whatever your occupation may be. and
however crowded your hours with affairs, do
not fall to secure at least a few minutes
every day for refreshment of your Inner life
with a bit of poetry.—Charles Eliot Norton

THE HOUNDS OF SPRING
When the hounds of spring arc on winter's
traces,
The mother of months in meadow or plain
Fills the idiadows and wind) places
With lisp of leaves and ripple of rain;
And the brown bright nightingale amorous
Is half .Lsauagfl tor Uylus,
For the Thracfcin ships and the foreign faces.
The tongue I ess vigil and all the pain;
Come with bows bent and with emptying of

quivers.

Maiden most perfect, lady of light.
With a noise of winds, and with many rivers.
With a clamor of waters, and With might;
French automobile inanufacutrcrs Rind on thy sandals O thou most fleet.
had their biggest year in 1925 with a Over the splendor and speed of thy feet;
For tlie faint east quickens, the wan west
total production of 205.006. or 37
ahivera,
per cent more than in 1924.
Round the feet of the day and the feet of
the night

"AGED
INWOOD'
rtoMSu

ro cm

Bi.CJM CIGARS
•'The proof of the puddino io in the oatIna thoroot.”

Where shall we find her, how shall we sing
t-o her.
Fold our hands round her knees, and ding?
O that man's heart were as flro and could
spring to her.
Fire, or the strength of the streams that
spring
For the stars and the winds are unto her
As raiment, an songs of the harp-player:
For the risen stars and the fallen cling to
her.
And the southwest.wind and the west-wind
«ing.

For winter’s rains and ruins arc over.
And all the season of snows and sins;
Tlie days dividing lover and lover.
The light that loses, the night that wins;
.Ind time remember’d Is grief forgotten.
And frosts are slain ami flowers begotteu.
And in green underwood and cover
BIcmobi by blossom tlie spring begins.

—Aigcnwn Charles Swiofyuifftf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 13, 1926.
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES

A

SUPREME COURT

WEEK

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Maine. April 13. 1926
Personally appeared Frank S I.yddle, who
no oalli derlar-a that ha la pressman In the
nfllre of The Cottrier liazette. and that ol
tin- laaoe of this paper of Saturday. April 10.
1IM, there was printed a total ol tl'.Go copies.
Before me,

Dealers in Real Estate Specialties

FRANK B. MILLER.

Notary Public.

LAKE ANO SHORE PROPERTIES

Because thou hast made the laud,
which is my refuge, even the Most
High, thy habitation; there shall no
evil befall thee, neither sliall any
plague ciinte nigh thy dwelling. For
he shall give his angels charge over
thee, to keep thee In all thy ways.—
Psalm 91:9-11.

283 MAIN ST., ROCKLAHD, ME.
House 11 Rooms with Garage and improve
ments; 2 family; Main Street.
House 5 Rooms with Garage; New County
Road, City.
House 10 Rooms with Garage; Myrtle Street;
improvements; 2 family.
House 10 Rooms; Hall Street: no improvements:

Cottages For Sale
Cottage, double lot, 4 rooms, tatest improve
ment, Crescent Beach.
1 Cottage, 4 rooms, no improvements, Cres’
cent Beach.
Cottage. 6 rooms, no improvements, Crescent
Beach.
Cottage. 5 rooms, no improvements, with
Garage. Crescent Beach.
Cottage, 5 rooms, improvements, with 2’car
Garage, several lots with It, best location.
Crescent Beach.
Cottage. 4 rooms, improvements, Megunti'
cook Lake, Camden.
Cottage, 6 rooms, improvements, Megunticook Lake, Camden.
Cottage. 5 rooms, no improvements, Mirror
Lake, West Rockport.
Cottage, 3 rooms, Owl’s Head.
Cottage, Hosmer's Pond, with Garage: low
price.
Cottage. 4 rooms, improvements, at beach,
Ingraham Hill, City.
Cottage, 6 rooms; Garage: improvements:
Bay Point Road.
Cottage; Garage: no improvements; 8 acres
wood and blueberry fields, Rocky Pond, West
Rockport.
Cottage: no improvements: Cooper's Beach.
Cottage; no improvements; Head of Bay,
City.
Cottage; improvements; large lot; Crescent
Beach.
1

The street was rife yes ■ i 0 . \
with rumors concerning , tlig
industry which was reported as
coming to Rockland. The CourierGazette lias known ' for s-mie
months that there is such a proposition afoot, and it is quite
common knowledge that s« one

options have been obtained in tiie
northern part of the city . hut
as yet there is no concrete do, iaration that the industry will
materialize. It will he a good
plan to refrain from shouting ,
< eruntil tiie rumor becomes
tainty. and meantime to hope and
pray for the best.

Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
finds Its way to the Free City of
Danzig, miles and miles away in
Europe, its contents to be eagerly
consumed there by David 11. Buffum.
one-time member of this paper’s
staff, and now attached to the
V. S. Consulate in Danzig. film
address did not print legibly on a
recent issue, however, anil all the
wrapper said that human e’ye could
make out was “David II. Buffum,
Germany.” To those who know the
difficulty of receiving the paper
regularly, even in the New England
radius, it. will sound like an amazing
statement that this paper reached
Its destination. "Bather astute work
on the pact of both the American
and Danzig postal authorities," com
ments Mr. Buffum. whose proper
address, by the way is "Free City of
Danzig.” Danzig has nothing to do
with Germany.

Acres, wooded, between Rankin and Middle
streets, City.
4i/2 Acres all hard wood; Grassy Pond. West
Rockport. $150.00.
60 Acres Hard Wood. South Thomaston.
60 Acres Feed and Wood, Ash Point.
16 Acres Wood Lot, South Thomaston.
Several Acres Shore Property, North Haven.
Several Acres Shore Property, near Bar Har
bor.
z
Acres Side Cove, Wheeler's Bay; plenty
Wood; low price for camo, South Thomaston.
Acres with Camp near Ballard Park, Rock
port.
2 Cottage Lots at Owl's Head.
3 Cottage Lots at Crescent Beach.
1 Cottage Lot, Crescent Beach, for Camp, $40.
1 Lot on road between Crescent Beach and
Owl's Head.
13 Acres Shore Front on Spruce Head.
25 Acres Shore Front for fine development on
near lake.
30 Acres Shore Front for fine development, Megunticook Lake, Camden.
1 Double Lot on Limerock street, City.
1 □euble Lot. Samoset Road.
1 Lot at Pleasant Gardens, Thomaston Road,
$85.00.
1 Fine Lot, Talbot Avenue.
1 Fine Lot. Center Street.
1 Lot, South Main Street.
1 Good Business Lot on Winter Street: Low
Price.
Lots all prices at Crawford Lake, known as
Crawford Lake Camp Co. IjOt^.

8

City employes were busy Saturday
unloading a car of calcium chloride
to lie used as a dust preventative on
city streets.
The ear contained
40 tons, which it is estimated will
take care of 1.6 miles of streets.
There were 800 bags, each weighing
loo
pounds,
but
tiie
Joyous
manner in which Bill Hodgdon hove
them around would lead the observ
ers to believe that they were tilled
with feathers instead of calcium
chloride.
With tiie consignment
came a spreader which will he
trailed by a dump < art c ontaining
the anti-dust material. The experi
ment. as tried in former years
proved very satisfactory. ,

City Homes
THEIR FORTY-FOURTH

House 7 Rooms with Garage, Thomaston St.
House 7 Rooms, with Garage; improvements;
Pleasant Street.
House 6 Rooms, with Garage: improvements;
South Main Street.
House 7 Rooms, with Garage; some improve'
ments: near Railroad, on Broadway; Low
Price.
House 11 Rooms with Garage and improve'
ments; Fulton Street.

Hastings Anniversary Sale Leads To
Bit of Reminiscence

Fnique among the season’s busiress announcements is that of Id. B.
Hastings & Company, which today
advises the public that it is to hold
0 14th anniversary sale, commencing
t .morrow morning, and continuing
all tiie week. The proprietors say:
“Forty-four years ago tills month
we moved into tiie store we now
cceupy. Forty-four years of pleasant
business relations with our many
friends and customers. We have seen
many changes, hut we still have
families who have been our custom
ers all these years. We can recall
mothers, then their daughters, then
the grandchildren, and quite a num
ber of great-grandchildren whom we
ran now count as our customers
We hope to greet at litis sale some
of our old friends and many new
ones.”
Forty-four years is a long span,
but tiie Main street career of tiie
senior partner. Edmund B. Hastings,
antedates it by just 19 years, tnakin
a grand total of 63 summers and
V inters tliaf lie lias been dealing
witli the public over a dry goods
counter.
Mr. Hastings is a native of South
Dope and began ills career as a
farmer.
“How did you happen to change
your mind?” asked a Courier-Gazette
reporter.
“It’s like this," was tiie reply. “I
l ad always felt that I wanted to be
in business some time, and when
] heard that Ephraim Barrett wanted
a boy in his dry goods store here ill
Dockland 1 came down and applied
for tiie job.”
.“‘Guess you’re the boy I want,
said Mr. Barrett “and because lie said
that. I have been here 63 years."
Tiie Barrett store was located in the
quarters now occupied by the Knox
Book Store. After 10 years service
there Mr. Hastings, associated with
M. A. Achorn. bought the business,
Mr. Barrett having died meantime.
The firm became known as Achorn AHastings and later as Achorn. llasti ,gs & Veazie. Edward Veazie having
I ren a memlier of tiie firm one veiir
before going to Waterville. Messrs.
Hastings and Achorn then divided tiie
slock, the former moving to the
A. K. Spear block in wliat is now tiie
Kittredge drug store. lie remained
there until 1882 anil then moved to
his present store in Central block.
Mr. Hastings’ son Albert iM. Hast
ings, entered tiie partnership in 190n.
and they have driven In double
hot' ness ever sin< e—a reliable concern, conducting a iigh grade business.
••I have always paid 100 rents on
lhe dollar, anil never had a fin."
paid the senior Mr. Hastings lids
morning.

House 5 Rooms: Large Lot; no Improvements;
Low Price.
House 10 Rooms, with Garage; improvements:
North Main Street.
*
House 11 Rooms, with Garage; near Rankin
Street; 2 family.
House 6 Rooms, with Garage: some improve
ments; Prescott Street.
House 9 Rooms, Corner Suffolk and Fulton
Streets; improvements; very low price if
sold at once.
House 7 Rooms; improvements; Crescent St.
House 10 Rooms; Brewster Street: 2 family.
House 6 Rooms, Garage and improvements;
Ocean Street.
House 4 Rooms; New; near Maverick Street;
improvements; Low Price if sold at once.
House 8 Rooms; Double Garage; improvements;
Broadway.
House 11 Rooms: Large Barn; improvements.
House 8 Rooms; Talbot Avenue; Garage; Im
provements.
House 8 Rooms; Limerock Street; Garage; im'
provements.
House 3 Family House; Double Garage; Double
Lot; Warren Street.
House 5 Rooms: Limerock Street, near Broad*
way with Garage; Half Acre Land; Low
Price.
House 11 Rooms: 2 family; Pine Street.
House 5 Rooms; Pine Street.
House 9 Rooms; Barn; Large Lot, Thomaston
street.
Several Houses in Thomaston, Rockport and
Camden

Farms
16

40
100

40
50
30

45
60

SO
45
45

Acre Farm, Talbot Avenue; Good Build
ings; Several House Lots.
Acre Farm; Highlands. City; Good Build
ings; Latest Improvements.
Acre Farm. Waldoboro; Good Buildings;
Latest Improvements.
Acre Farm, Cushing; Low Price: Good
Buildings: Latest Improvements.
Acre Farm, Cushing; Good Buildings; Lat
est Improvements.
Acre Farm, Glencove: Good Buildings.
Latest Improvements.
Acre Farm, Wiley's Corner: Good Buddings.
Acre Farm, Highlands, City; no improve'
ments.
Acre Farm, North Haven; Fine Summer
Home or Development.
Acre Farm; half mile Shore Front; South
Thomaston.
Acre Farm, East Union; Good Buildings:
Very Low Price for Quick Sale.
Good
Fields; Plenty Wood; Near Lake.

Business Properties
Small Store and House, Tillson Avenue, to be
sold at Very Low Price.
Large Warehouse, large enough for Garage.
Large Lot on Winter Street; Low Price if Sold
At Once.
Store, Main Street, Rockport; Low Price if
Sold At Once.

Cottages to Rent Furnished
1

1
1

20 Models To Choose From-—AH Guaranteed Ice-Savers
As usual, this store is Refrigera

« • • •

2 family.

Land for Wood, Farm, Cottage or
House Lots

The rase nt issue when this paper
went tn prbss Saturdaj' had three
Massachusetts'plaintiffs, Mildred I.,
linger, lxiliis N. Tizzer and Joseph
c. lines, who were seeking damages
from Frank Wiley of Camden as the
result of an accident near Ballard
park when a heavily laden truck,
driven by one of the defendant’s em
ployes crashed Into the automobile
occupied by the plaintiffs. The de
fense contended that the Massachu
setts car was on the wrong side of
the road, and that the occupants were
not so seriously injured as claimed.
The jury was out four hours, return
ing a verdict of $860 for Mr. Boss
and 5300 for each of the other two
plaintiffs.
•

I

At Megunticook Lake, Camden; Lights,
Artesian Well, with Garage; 4 Rooms, Porch
and Boat.
At Megunticook, 7 Rooms and Porch;
Water; Lights; Garage; Boat.
At Glencove; Latest Improvements, with
Garage. Several others we can get to rent.

If we haven’t got what you want we can get it. We keep a want list and will
let you know at once when we get the kind of property you want.
If you have any property of any kind anywhere we will either buy it or sell it
for you. We will advertise all property without telling the owner's name.
The location only. See Us For Quick Service.

Indications now point x^o hut two
tor Headquarters”—and we pre
criminal trials the present term.
sent our new stock with a big
....
“Season Opening Sale tomor
Harold Sntith of the Lincoln Cotin•v Bar was In attendance upon court
row. Again we feature the fa
last week.
. . • •
mous "White Mountain” make
Another automobile accident was
—noted as ice savers. All with
responsible for the case which occu
heat-resisting cork insulation and
pied the Court’s attention yesterday.
The plaintiff was L. O. Irish of Au
cool air circulation among the
burn, Mass., who formerly resided in
food shelves, keeping things
litis city, and whose counsel was
Ensign Otis. The defendant was
fresh and sweet.
Oscar llill of Thotnaston, whose at
torney das Judge Frank R. Miller.
JOIN THE CLUB $1. WEEKLY
The accident in question occurred
n front of the Anderson restaurant
100-Lb. Capacity
near the head of Knox street. Thom
An ice Chest As
All
White $42.00
aston, July 18. Mr. Irish, who is in
Shown for $14.00
the contracting business In Worces
Splendid in the all white
ter. Mass., was driving to Maine on
kitchen. A large three-door
An efficient little food keep
a vacation trip. He had just crossed
front-icer, with spacious
er. Of heot'repelling ashthe head of Knox street. Thomasfoed shelves; cork insu*
wood; galvanized steel in
>on. v. hen lie saw Mr. Hill coming
laled walls.
terior and double lift lid.
front the direction of llockland. The
latter, according to Mr. Irish's testi
mony. shot suddenly across the
street, and the collision took place
on the extreme southerly side of the
street, practically at the head of
Knox street. Neither Mr. nor Mrs.
Irish sustained personal injuries, hut
the car. a Peerless sedan, was dam
aged to the extent of $1006. it is
tainted. Mr. Hill was driving a Port
touring car.
The plaintiff produced as a witness
State Traffic Officer Willis II. Real.!
who has heen employed the past
A Special Low Price on
winter in a l.ewiston garage. Mr.
Beal visited the scene shortly after
This 3-Door Front leer
'lie .accident and found the two cars
jammed against a tree. He testi
fied that Mr. Hill allowed to him
For Limited Space
'hat it was his fault and offered to
“Apartment” Type
This
Top leer $26.
settle If lie (Real) wouldn’t arrest
Of
90pound
ice
capacity
and
large
him. Edwin A. Anderson, proprietor
Like Cut At $24.00
It occupies a very sma'l
food compartments.
Interior, except
of the restaurant in front of which
Both
doors opening to the
space
yet
has
a
plentiful
the accident occurred, and Rowdoln
the ice chamber, all white enameled.
front. Large space for food
food compartment for a
Lermond. proprietor of the restaurant
The cork walls keep cool a:r in and
and 80-pound ice capacity.
small family; 80*pourd ice
nearly opposite, were both standing
warm air out. A real food keeper.
Good value !
capacity.
in their doorways, and agreed that
Mr. Hill's car made an abrupt turn
and dashed straight across the street
It wa« claimed in defense that Mr.
Hill was exercising due care and con
forming io the rules of the road, in
making ltis turn from Main street .
FURNITURE CO.
into Knox; that the ptalntlff was
ROCKLAND---- MAINE
guilty of contributory negligence by
ceding the speed llihit. Which is
Il miles an hour In thb settled porion of the town.
spending a few days in Massachu
Richard Makki. who was riding with ,
UNION
setts. where they will attend tiie
Mr. Hill said that when they reached
graduation r»f Miss Cora Hawes.
ihe Willis Spear store they saw a
A good crowd attended the old i
truck standing in front of Stetson's
fashioned dance here last Saturday •
store which adjoins It. Mt. Hill
Hans to refinance the Murray
evening. The next is to be April 24. j
turned to the left in order to pass it.
STRAND THEATSP
J’aul Jones and Royal Grinnell were Body Co., and provide it with work
then polled to the right in the direc
"The Man
i’psiiiirs.'' starring
ing capital were discussed at a meet
tion of Keechwonds street. There Monte Blue nml Dorothy Devore, will in town over the weekend.
The setilor class of Union High ing of tiie receiver with bank cred
hey noticed a truck cumins down le shown the last time today.
School presented their drama in War itors.
Reecliw.ii.da street, and Mr. Hill
Julian Eitlnge has. returned to the ren Friday.
elaekened the speed of his car so as screen after a prolonged absence in
Rev. Bessie F. Crowell has returned
nir disgruntled citizens
to allow it iq go ahead, lie then ,.>f.ld.|m |>,1!lVe" Al Christie’s new
urned to go down Knox street giv- i
wbi(h w;„ bp ’ p^entcl to her home after a week's visit in .are demanding that Congress give
I Americans their freedom before it
ing the usual hand signal and blow- We(lnFS,,.tv ,’,nd Thursday.
This Massachusetts.
Clarence liilt is now at his home. ! grants it to the Filipinos.—Memphis
ng the horn.
means that tiie feminine world will
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes are Commercial Appeal.
The impact of the Massachusetts hp
jn
wh,r, by lhls f(imous
ar was such that Mr. Hill's car was impersonator.
For where Julian
nrned around so that it headed for Bltinge is—there generally the most
Beeihwoods street. The ear is still, b<wjtchinB dresses lire on view. In
in the ••hospital’* according to the, this comedy, however, he not only
testimony.
• ^ears skirts, but trousers as well.
Albert IT. Robinson testified that 1 ^fr. Eltinge is a unique figure in
the Massachusetts car was traveling lhp dramatic world.
In "Madame j
u to 30 miles an hour.
, f^have" he is seen as a young archl- |
The jury found for the plaintiff in lert who |sforced to disguise himself,
I lie sum of $358.
as a woman and thereby provokes
The ease on trial this morning is Pennington is Ids sweetheart in tiie
Aliyh W. Peabody vs. Alma J. New many amusing siituallions.
Ann
hall. assnmpft on account.
story.—adv.

$32.50

BURPEE

Movies

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING HOUSE
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Automobile Legal Association Gives Hints To Motorists
of Great Value In Avoiding Difficulties.

was to the effect that all money raised
by special taxes on motorists should
he “PPbf’d t<> the maintenance and
improvement oc highways ami ex-

" °f lhe

‘This sound fprinciple has been
scrapped in practice. We Un«l that
One of the principal reasons why
“Recently,” be said, “the Federal une-thlrd of the proposed sales tax
tiie ear owners of tiie country are so 'Government reduced the war excise in Georgia would be applied to pav~
heavily burdened with a diversity of tax by nvo per cent. No sooner did went of Confederate Veterans, on
taxes is to be found in the absence bthe Government do this than the third to provide an educational fund
of a uniform, nation-wide principle Suite of Georgia came along with a and the remaining one-third foi road
to govern the incidence of motor ve proposal to put a two per cent tax purposes.
hicle taxation, according to a state on net automobile sales. What Geor
“This kind of attitude is not con
ment from the National Headquar gia can do. other slates that need the fined to any one State or any one
ters of tiie American Automobile As money as bad may do, and if they section. But. why should the motor?'
sociation today.
get away with it. the Government and ists as such pay for these pensions?
Three definite objectives must be the Slates will he in the business of, why should they lie specially penalfullilled, the A. A. A. declared, before imposing sales taxes that are ill- ized for education? Surely these are
the motorist is assured of protection evitably passed on to the consumers. I general, civic matters. Why should
•'Another axiom laid down by the car owners tie specially taxed for h
against constant and recurring ef
forts to till tiie community chest at
his expense. These objectives are:
First, jliere must lie a general un
derstanding as to what body shall be
the1 special taxing agency, as far as
the automobile is concerned.
Second, special taxation must lie
based on well-defined equitable prin
25 lbs. Masury’s R. R. Paint........................ $4.50
ciples in order to assure that the mo
torist will not pay more than his fair
1 gallon Oil........................................................
1.60
share for public’ improvements ami
for what special benefits lie receives.
Third, in order to make certain'that
2 Gallons Paint..................................... $6.10
car owners get the benefits due to
them ft out special taxes, there must
1 Gallon Paint ............................................
3.05
lie a nation-wide understanding as
to what use shall lie made of class
tax levies on the motorist.
In actual practice there has iteen
305 Main St.
Rockland
Tel.745-W.
no uniformity on these fundamental
44-.',H
matters and therein lies the reason
for lhe diversity of automobile taxes,
for many of the burdens that tiie
motorists are carrying and for the
abuses that have crept into the uses
of the motorist's money," Thomas I’.
Henry, president of the A. A. A. de
clared.

RAILROAD TIME IS HERE
Paint $3.05 per gallon

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS

...»

Mr. Henry called attention to tliej
Tlic National Standard •arts As- first axiom of special motor vehic le J
taxation laid down by
sociatlon plans to organize local
................................................
.. the Motor Ve- .
croups
"f
replacement
jol.bct s hide Conference < ommittee. nnmely. |
G,i (.iichout the country.
Including that the state should lie the sole
non members of the N. S. .’ A.
I .• P< da, taxing agency
instead of
________________
i tlii . sound principle being applied, I
The biggest thing the country , ver! the A \. A. executive pointed out |
did for the tailroads . onslsled in io- that at the moment every conceivable j
eating Florida so fa; from New Eng type of taxing agency has Ils finger j
in the pie.
land.—Cedar Falls.

See Us About
OUR

FREE

PLAN

OFFER

W. H. GLOVER CO.
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.
42-16
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There will lie no session of Supreme
EMPIRE THEATRE
Court tomorrow. Associate Justice
Harry Langdon in his seven-reel
Bassett having been summoned to comedy feature entitled "Tramp,
Portland to act with th eother mem- , _
__
,. . ,,, .
■
.
.
l.
.v. Tramp. Tflpnip,
will have Its last i
brrs of the Supreme Bench upon lhe
howing
today.
In
conjunction
there
'
validity of Sheriff Cummings’ re- 5 n"*nl;
is the Pathe News and the 9th chap- (
moval In Kennebec County.
; ler of The Green Archer..
“Western Pluck," in which Vniveri sal is starring Art Acord, is a picture
pitals, apart from the taxes they
play that is certain to satisfy the
pay as ordinary citizens? There is most ardent follower of western
only one answer.
The gold diggers,
I stories as told on the screen. Excite
In the various taxing bodies have^
ment, romance and mystery each
gotten away with It in the hast.
.
,
...
"Why should the automobile he
the role played by Acord. being in
selected out of all the commodities
the center of it all. Tills Blue Streak
of commerce for a sales tax
The
Western is coming for Wednesday
Government had Hie excuse that the
and Thursday with Acord and the
tax was Imposed as an emergency
.
,
. . ,
following players: .Marceline Day,
meastu'e-and was loath to let go of |l3>. nip,py Rohpt., ,?osp Wi]]|am
a good revenue producer. Rut this is Welsh. Helen Cobb, S. E. Jennings
a very different thing from a State and Charles Newton.
selecting the motorist as the special
The second feature is "The War
victim of a sales tax. The distributor
rior Gap," with an all star1 cast, it
wduld pay in the first instance hut is a real story and full of thrills and
he would pass It on. just as the man- action.—adv.
i/factui ers pass the war Jax on."
.Mr. Henry pointed out in conclu
PARK THEATRE
sion that the A. A. A. fully recog
Love. Mystery anil Thrills; then
nizes the freedom of the States to
levy taxes in proportion to actual thrill upon thrill, is the story of
“Phantom of the Opera.” It is a
road needs of the community.
“Because of the difference in road wonderful love story, screened in the
needs in various sections, it is tn he midst of some of the biggest thrills
expected that special taxes will be ever produced—a baffling mystery
heavier in some States than In others. told amid gorgeous scenes—this is
This, however, is ail the more reason “The Phantom of the Opera." Lon
wliy the motorist should have it Chaney's successor to “The Htinchdeflnitely settled ns to who4ihall im-I ha,k of Notre Dame,’’ today and
pose the special taxes on him. what i Wednesday..
these shall hp. and how they are to he
11 shows a new Ix>n Chaney in a
spent. If we succeed in clarifying new type of play—a thriller told in
the situation along these lines, the terms of utter magnificence. Gortax problem of the owners of Aroerl- ueotis ballets, brilliant Parisian fetes,
ca’s twenty million motor vehicles filmed in original colors In the largest
will he considerably simplified.'’
! scenes evor made for a motion plc--------------------| ture—these vie with the dim and
The handsome new Frank O. Has-I eerie cellars under Paris where tiie
kell grocery store and market, corner Phantom—half-devil, holds ghostly
of Water and Ocean streets, opens sway. Lon Chaney plays “The PHantnday. Watch Thursday’s Courier- tom.” a straneg creature of darkness,
Gazette for the startling “Special with the gifts of a god and tiie face
Opening" prices.—adv.
'■ of a monster—and
a hate-warped
---------- ----------I soul. Mary 1’hilhin plays tiie opera
Still, the easiest way tndelete ' singer for
whom lhe Phantom
useless talk In the Senate would be' launches a
reign of terror that
to delete useless talkers,—Dubuque shakes all Paris.—adv.
American-Tribune.
Tiie Nordyke & Marmon Co. has
Seven new species of barnacle changed its name to Marmon Motor
have been discovered. This Is news. Car Go.
W. C. Marmon remains
We thought they had every variety chairman of the boat'd and G. M.
classified down at Washington.— Williams president and
general
Milwaukee Journal.

manager.

NEW SPRING SUITS FOR MEN
AND YOUNG MEN
The advent of spring finds us ready with complete
stocks of the season’s finest clothing. Tailoring
of the highest grade and fabrics of dependable
quality. Styles and colors give a wide range of
choice.
Complete Stock of

PEAVY BROS.
HIGH GRADE

HAND TAILORED

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
Peavy Bros. Clothing is well known fpr its excep
tional tailoring and meets the requirements of jnen
who dmand the utmost in quality.

-

$28.00

MO.OO

BOYS’ SPRING SUITS
These new suits are first grade—all wool fabrics—
in the newest shades.
1 hey are made with a
vest and two pairs of pants and have style, work
manship and durability.
Sole Agents for

LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS AND
HATHAWAY SHIRTS

Burpee 6 Lamb

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF JHE TOWN
coming neighborhood events
April 12 Knox County Ministerial Asso
ciation moots in Baptist Church, Thomaston.
April 12 State of Maine Reunion In Hytnpluln} hall. Ho;ton
April lit—Chapin Class dance at Temple
halt
April 13 14 — Rededicatlon of First Baptist
Cltnrch
April 1(1 (7.15 p in.)—Associate Justice,
Xotman b. Hasten of Auttusta. will address
’Educational Club members at the Copper
Kettle Porch.
'

Major league baseball starts today.
Of course you have a lea dy selected J
you favorites.

Jtoekland Encampment will have
work on the tltoyal Turple degree
tomorrow night.
E. C. Ingraham, recently appointed
as special policeman, went on the
beat yesterday as relief man.

The I- T. L. Will hold Its Vegular
: meeting Wednesday after school at
the Sunday iKchool rooms nt the
Weather This Week
Baptist church.
___
Weather outlook for the week Ir,
the Xorth Atlantic States: General
The handsome new Frank O.
ly fair Tuesday, and a period of Haskell grocery store and market,
showers beginning Wednesday or corner of Water and Ocean streets,
Thursday.
Warmer Tuesday, and opens fo business today.
teniperalnre mostly near normal
thereafter.
The steamer Vinalhaven Is having
her annual spring overhauling and Is
A. II. Morey Is employed as night splc and span In a new coat of gleam
man at Trainer’s Restaurant.
ing white paint. John A. Karl & Co.
doing the work.
Chester F. Bobbins, who has heen
scallop fishing during the winter. Is
A splendid bit of spirit was showed
driving taxi for Mitchell & Rnnlett. by the big crews of carpenters and
painters on the First Baptist church
Schooner I.avinia M. Snow arrived remodeling job when every man con
at Halifax, iX. S., the Util from tributed a full days work making a
llockland to lo.-ffl laths for Xew York. considerable item.

Schooner Wawenock. Capt. M. A.
Emelt dipping In the Georges
Trynor, sailed yesterday for Herring River began last week. The open
Cove, X. B„ to load lumber for season for smelt dipping is from
Boston.
March 25 to April 25, but the condi
tions are such this spring that the
The Central .Maine Power Co. has time Is being greatly curtailed.
le-establlshed bus service between
Thomaston and Warren, which reads
Electricians were, busy yesterday
like goml news to all concerned.
Installing a police signal, so that
from the marshal's office a red light
Manager Dondls of The Strand may be flashed on in Main street
Theatre announces that “Lady Wind visible to patrolmen from the greater
emere’s Fan,” one of the biggest portion of their beats. It would be
pictures of the year will he shown the means of saving valuable time
al The Strand soon.
In case of emergency.
Lloyd E. Clark, florist, has bought
Arthur Marchand, clerk at the
'lie Oloentzel flower shop and will Corner Drug Store, motored tq Port
lake charge tomorrow morning. The land Sunday. With the exception of
Clarks' present shop opposite the ome very had ruts through tlje Wal
Thorndike Hotel will he closed.
doboro woods and some soft going in
Xobleboro he found the loads in
.Tames P. Mullin, a journeyman lairly good condition. The Edgpcomh
lather front Eastport, will enter the cut-off Is a Godsend Io the traveling
employ of Arthur L. Rogers, Lime public, he says.
rock street barber shop tomorrow.
He conics highly recommended.
The police were notified yesterday
that a mad dog was loose at the
Oen. Knox Chapter'of Rose Croix Xortliend.
It developed that the
meets at the Temple Friday, con ranine was only having a lit, hut the
ferring lhe 17th degree at 4 p. m. owner was anxious for the safety of
and the 18th degree at 7.30 p. m. the children, and a strychnine jah
Between acts the Eastern Star will administered hy Dr. G. F. French,
serve supper.
,
veterinarian, ended
the
animal’s
troubles forever.
A miscellaneous program of dra
matic readings will he the entertain
With the temperature down to
ment offered to the members of the 10 degrees above zero; with frost
P.aptist Men's League one week from an eighth of an Inch thick on store
tomorrow night. Prof. A. C. Enrich windows;
with Lermond's Cove
of the University of Maine will hp skimmed with Ice; and with a March
the reader.
wind howling. It was difficult to
make anybody believe that yesterday
The beautiful cluster of calla was April 12 or that the almanac
lilies which reposed in front of the did not contain a typographical error
altar at the Congregational Church when It said that spring began
on Easter morning was sent from March 21.
Portland by Mrs. Helen A. AVilliams
---»
in memory of her husband, the late
Until Chief Engineer Sargent of
William A. Williams. Mr. Williams the State Highway Deparlnqent has
was a member of Claremont Com- had a chance to come down and
mandery, for which special services look the grourid over it Is not certain
were being held.
Just what two-mlle section of the
highway between West Rockport and
About 9.30 last night the window Union will he Improved the coming
of the R. G. Ingraham music shop. summer. The location chosen will he
Oak street, was broken. Mrs. Ingra elected with a view to having
ham. who had retired, was aroused the eamp of the convict laborers
by the sound of breaking glass and handy hy.
discovered the loss of a B flat cornet
valued at $75. Police headquarters - A half dozen busy citizens were
was notified and Deputy Slarshal enjoying the pleasures of Arthur
Fernald immediately went to work 'Rogers' tonsorial club room yester
on the case. Xo arrests have been day when a (sitfon left and. crossing
made as yet.
Limerock street climbed into a Hud
.ton coach and whirled away. The
Raymond O. Richards, who has sequel -Came two hours later when
been stationed at Santo Domingo in the 5-year-old hopeful of a well
the consular service goes shortly To known professional man noted the
Caracas, Venezuela, for two months, ibsenee of Dad's car front Lime
and from there to La Guira. Vene rbek street and the search was on.
zuela, for two months. He recently The tlrst elite was the twin of the
had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. missing eoaclt standing patiently
Ogarlta Rose Rugg. formerly of car length back. A half hour’s de
Rockland, and her husband.
Mr. tective work and a telephone call let
Rugg is located at La Romlnn, "Bert” and “Bill" remake their ex
Dominican Republican. Mr. Richards change.
writes home that It is getting hot
Albert I. Mather is very"’ grateful
and that there are occasional earth
quakes. but outside of that every to the. many friends who brightened
thing is lovely.
his birthday with flowers, plants
delicacies, fend a profuse shower of
Another Rebekah dance Tuesday, cords. One of the pleasant surprises
April 13—Good music, good crowd was the unexpected arrival hf birth
good time.
42-44
day cards front the members of De
Valois Commandery of Vinalhaven
The crowning event came, in the
evening with the arrival of a mag
As in the days of Christ,
nificent birthday cake embellished
its very enemies are the
with 84 candles, contributed by Mrs.
Leonard II. Snow. .Mr. Mather was
Kian's best argument.
also delighted to receive a call from
sonte^of his brother Masons, and his
Ku Klux Kian
stories gave abundant evidence that
he is the same old "Al.”

us/
for Pure Food
JT’S just as easy to buy here
over the phone as it is to
come to this Store. Your or
der will be given the same
care and the delivery will be
prompt.

THE NORTHEND QUALITY
MARKET

GILLEY & DUNCAN
Tel. 266
ROCKLAND

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
A splendid assortment of all Or
chestra and Band Instruments and
Parts is offered For Sale at Bar
gain Prices.
FOR SALE OR RENT
NEW OR USED

Mrs. R. G- Ingraham
20 Oak St.

Tel. 45-5

Rockland

HOWARD B. WALTZ

.

THE MEMBERS

The death of Howard B. Waltz,
after a week’s illness of pneumonia,
OF
FIRST
CHURCH
was announced in Saturday's edition,
■ * • *.
»-> a
and occasioned universal surprise
and regret.
The deceased was horn in NobleTheir
and
the
i ‘
I
I
- kJ ■ f
boro, April 15, 1866, son of the late
to attend
Gardner and Angelica (Royal) Waltz.
He became a wage-earner at the
age of 15, working in a match fac
reception
General Inspection
tory at Damariscotta Mills. After
eight years of this employment he
Interior
went to Bath as watchman' in the
round house. hut held that position
WEDNESDAY
only a short lime before lie went
onto a Maine Central train as fire
In
the
man for the late Henderson E. Nash,
B. S. Whitehouse, Joseph York uipl
8.00
Leonard Plummer.
He held this
position five years anti then became
an employe of the Lime Rock Rail
road, working as watchman and
spare fireman, and eventually bclna
promoted to engineer. When he re
tired from the company’s employMarch 31 lie had seen 31 years of
active service witli the Lime Rock
Railroad. Ills retirement was due
BALCONY DEPARTMENT
to the fact that lie had bought the
waiting station store in Thomaston,
Just received—
and desired less laborious work for
the reason that his health was not
Special new lot of Kaynee Wash Suits for boys,
rugged. Fate decreed that he should
sizes 2 to 8 years. Made from chambrays, linens,
not undertake this new vocation.
Mr. Waltz was elected exalted ruler
cotton broadcloths, poplins and jeans. One and twoif Rockland Lodge. B. I'. O. E„ at
piece models, either long or short sleeves.
the annual meeting, and had he lived
until last night Would have been
Priced $2.25, $2.50, $2.95, $3.50, $4.50, $5.00
installed Into that office. He was
one of the most devoted Elks in the
city, ami was planning a happy and
prosperous administration. Mr. Waltz
So many customers asked us
was also a member of Anderson
Ganip, Eons of Civil War Veterans.
last seasorr for separate blous
He had served two years in tile City
Government.
es to wear especially with
Everybody knew him as "Howdy"
the soul of good hnnior, his last
Kaynee trousers, that we have
dollar at the disposal of a friend wlto
might he in need, and thoroughly
stocked these blouses this sea
faithful in the discharge of all dnlles.
lie was married Oct. 10. 1X96, to
son. One style made from
Carrie It. Pillsbury of Rockland, who
sin fives him, together with one son.
percale. Sizes 3 to 8 years.
Frederick I'. Waltz; anil three sislet
Miss Nettie J. Waltz, Mrs. Les
Price 85c.
lie Clark and Mrs. Otis William of
Damariscotta Mills.
There was a very large attendance
at the funeral services Sunday aft
Out of town customers wlto are unable
ernoon. and an eloquent display of
floral trihutes. The Elks service was
Id make personal selections, are as
conducted, and was supplemented
sured that, our mail order department
with remarks hy Rev. It. |>. Browne.
Four fellow employes of the Lime
will take care of their orders, very
Rock Railroad acted as hearers—
promptly.
James Doherty. Galen Dow, Herbert
Rector and Percy Brackett. Four
past exalted rulers of Rockland Lodge
A bell alarm from Box 46 brought
ELKS INSTALLATION
—Everett Davis, C. W. Proctor. Alall the tire apparatus and apparent
mon P. Richardson and G. W. IlachDr.
F.
E.
Follett
Made
Exalted
Ruler
ly all the city's population to Rankin
elder—acted as honoraty hearers.
Of Rockland Lodge, B. P. O. E.
Block just before 6 o'clock Saturday
Yesterday was a busy time around
night. A crackling good fire was in
Rockland Ixidge. B. P. O. E„ held
City Hall. The Central Fire Sta
progress in lhe F. A. Stanley lumber its installation of officers last night tion crews went sereeliing out to
shop. The blaze was discovered by. with an excellent attendance and a five grass fires, the police had a- mad
Herbert Mann of the Knox County j super-excellent supper of beeksteak Jog ease and all departments assisted
Motor Sales Co. who rallied his staff ( and onions produced by Steward Cify Electrician Pinkham in the in
and kept the flames from spreading Emery F. Barbour and Fred Small? stallation of City Marshal Webster's
nelv policse tall blinker.
until the arrival of Chief Havener.
The Burpee Hose Co. got on the first wy^id, both cooks of renown.
The handsome new Frank O. llasJudge Elisha W. Pike was Grand
stream. The upper floor of the build
ing was damaged to wliat Mr. Stan Exalted Ruler and installing officer, kefi grocery store and market, corner
of Water and Ocean streets, opens
ley estimates $90^ stock and building. assisted by Grand
nd Leading Knight, tn(|ay. Watch Thursday’s CourierHouse-Sherman, Inc, sustained some E. S. Levensaler: Grand Loyal
Gpjtette for the startling "Special
damage not as yet definitely known Knight, G. B. Itinler: Grand Lectur
rices.—adv.
to ihelr battery work room on the ing Knight. Everett A. Davis; Grand Udening" priet
first floor. All losses are said to he Chaplain. E. F. Berry; Grand Esquire.
covered hy insurance. The fire wo*j y P. Richardson: Grand Secretary.
» threatening one very well handled. I \
T PUBL
PUBLIC DANCE
W. Clarke; Grand Treasurer, J
Hobbs: Grand Inner Guard,
Havener hall, rockland
C
t'hqrles W. Proctor: and Grand Tiler,
Thursday, April 15
Thomas J. Foley.
These officers were installed: Ex
Music by GOSTA MEKLIN
alted Ruler, Dr. F. E. Follett: Es
Starts at 8 P. M.
teemed Leading Knight. A. P. BlaisJ
44-45
dell; Esteemed Loyal Knight. Har
old J. Philhrook: Estcmed lectur
ing Knight. Percy MePhee; Treasur -4-

K

690 MAIN ST.
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Not lacking in pluck or endurance
were the four Rockland girls who
hiked to Friendship and hack Satur
day, sniffing scornfully at the Idea of
hard traveling. They left Rockland
at 9.3D a. m., got a lift on the way
to Thomaston, and then "hoofed" it
the rest of the way. In Friendship
they made a social call at the Post
Office, ate oodles of ice cream and
candy, and then hit the long, long
trail for dear old Rockland, arriving
safe and sound at 7.5(1. The girlies
In question were Elizabeth Plummer.
Ruth Crouse. Elizabeth Hamlin and
Ruth Plummer. Next Saturday they
plan to do the Waldoboro hike,
gradually getting themselves in con
dition for a pilgrimage to Bath.

Mrs. Mary.E. Mendell's cottage at.
Infraham HUI was broken Into some
time subsequent to last Tuesday, and
ransacked from basement to attic.
The deed was probably committed,
Saturday night, as a neighbor's dog
was heard making a very unusual
disturbance. Entrance to the house
was effected by forcing in ohe of the
hay windows. Mrs. Mendell keeps
her chief treasures in a hank vault
during the winter, hut it is believed
(hat the burglar made away with a
considerable quantity of summer
clothing and other articles. There
were also some indications that he
was planning lo pay a return visit,
and had he done so Sunday night he
would have encountered a warm re
ception, as the officers lay in wait
on lhe inside. The tracks outside of
the house were made hy an adult
person. Other cottages in that vi
cinity have heen broken into during
the winter.
Now on sale—third lloor—Stilts.
Misses and Ladles' Coats, also Chil
dren's Coats. Priced $3 to $16. We
invite your inspection.
Take the
elevator, fuller-cobb-davis.
43-48

THE

BAPTIST

Fur Storage

Cordially Incite
Friends
General Public

The

It is now time to let us look after your Furs.
For a small charge they will be called for, in
sured, cleaned, minor repairs made and taken
care of until wanted in the fall.

of the

and
Ney)

EVENING

the Parlor^ of
Church
7.00 to
o'clock
Refreshments

Orchestra

LET US CALL
Telephone 412

fuller • cobb - davis

fufler-cobb-davis

jtUiAHi STBW CLumiS

“HEY—
You with the turned
down hat—”
and 20 young men

turned around !

Not a style for Tom, Dick
and Harry, but one that

Harry, Dick and Tom are
all insisting on.

The flip-brim hat is the

young man’s style sensa
tion of 1926—it’s the Czar

of all the crowns and brims
in the kingdom of fashion

able

headgear—and

our

selection of this wanted

style wants for nothing—
except YOU.

Mallory Hats in every con-V_L1- _nnJ Snrina shade
ceiVaDle gOOCt Opring snaae

—$5 to $10.
Others at $4.00.

Caps $1.50 to $3.50.

Gregory’s

er. Joshua X. Southard: Chaplain.
E. F. Berry; Esquire. Horace 44.
Limb: Inner Guard. Fred E. Small
wood; Organist. A. ('. Jones; Secre
tary, Wallace E. Spear; Tiler. Wil
liam B. Mitchell; and Trustee. George
W. Bachelder.
Exalted Ruler Follett appointed
G. W. Bachelder chairman of the
Ionise committee: W. H Butler its
treasurer, and E. B. Barron, T. J
Foley. Thomas Anastaslo. Everett A.
Davis. Charles Schofield, H. *J. Phil
hrook atol Fred Smallwood, assist
ants. Past Exalted Ruler Bachelder
was appointed representative to the
Grand Lodge which convenes in
Chicago next July.
There was a record crowd on hand
at the Forty Club luncheon yester
day to greet Associate Justice Nor
man L. Bassett, including* eight
guests connected with Knox County
Court and Bar. Judge Bassett ex
pressed his pleasure at meeting such
a group and stated his belief that
the similar service club groups were
t nation-wide asset, lie briefly out
lined the action of the present courts
and defended them staunchly against
the charge of unwarranted ,>lay.
ascribing the lack of speed rather to
the lawyers, lie told of the great
precedents of English common law
beginning with King John and Mag
na Carla on the field at Runnymead
and told of the law’s other great
weapon of equity, lie made a ring
ing appeal for the continuance of the
jury system and urged that every
man do his full duty as juror even
at personal sacrifice. Too, he be
spoke care in the selection of the
names allowed 10 go into the jury
box. Frank S. Rhodes, representing
the hoys’ work committee of the Ro
tary Club, asked the cooperation of
the Forty Club in this year's Roys'
Scramble and received a cordial as
sent. President Lamb appointed this
committee:
A. L. Miles, J. W
Thompson. W. II. Butler. A. L. Whit
temore, G. W. Snow, F. C. Black and
J. M. Richardson. Roys' Week is
May 1-7 and the Scramble will he
held during that time.
By mistake the notices of the
Baptist Men’s League meeting were
issued a week too soon. The meeting
is not tomorrow night, but one week
from tomorrow night.
The Warren-Thomaston bus re
sumed its trips Saturday to the
gratification of patrons along the line

The handsome new Frank O. Has
kell grocery store and market, corner
of Water arid Ocean streets, opens
today. Watch Thursday’s CourierGazette for the startling “Special
Opening” prices.—adv.
Have you seen the Fishing Tackle
and Baseball Goods at the HustonTuttle Store?-—adv.

SPECIAL
UTILITY PAINT
SI.75 Gallon

NOVELTY

DANCE
Tuesday, April 13
8.30 oclock

TEMPLE HALL
Dean’s Novelty Orchestra
Auspices
CHAPIN CLASS
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

BORN
Jaruesoil- Rockland. April 12. Io l>r ti ml
Mrs C Harold Juiiiesoui a daughter.
Seaman Kprkland. April 12. to Mr and
Mrs. Horace Seaman, a son Charles ttverwt.
.lentri.stiii Bangor. April 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elwood W. .lennison. a son Edward Rawson

DIED
Young -Rockland April 13, hamaris Hup
per. widow of I'Uurles A. Youug, aged K5
years.
Funeral Thursda> afternoon al 2
o’clock from K4 Grace street
Kidgwell - Lincolnville, April 13, George W.
Ridgwc-ll, aged 42 years, 1 month and 20 dajs
Burial in Camden.
Patterson--Thomaston, April 11 Emma Es
telle (Couaeel Patterson. aged 63 years, 6
incoths, it days. Funeral services private.
Cillmor Lancaster, Mass., Nov. !♦. P.I25,
Ralph M Gillmor, aged 43 years, 2 months
and H flays.
Robbins 4’amdcn, April II, John T. Rob
bins. agc<l 78 vears and
da vs. Funeral
Wctlnesday a-t 2 o'clock.
Pendleton Camden, April !», Llewellyn J
»ndletnn. aged ah years,
months and 2'»
days. Burial iti Lincolnville
Griffhi Lincolnville, April 27, Thankful
riffbi. aged t»a years
Murphy—Portland, Ore . M-rch 21 Ann1°
Kee/e Mupliy, formerly of Rockland, aged

35 .wars.

IN MEMORIAL
In loving memory of Blanche B. Wither
spoon. who passed away April 13, 1925.
Jue year has pjssed; oh, how we miss her;
Friends may think the wound has healed;
No one knows the depth of soarow
Lies within our heart concealed.
Gone, but not forgotten by her loving sis
rs, Mrs. .1.
Melvin, Mrs John Turner. •

SPRING DRAPERIES

To Cheer the Home
Cretonnes and curtain material of every
kind, and at every price that is reasonable.
Bright, sunny-like colors that add cheer and
give Springtime brightness to your home.

Quaker Craft Net Curtains Ruffled Curtains
Beautiful and durable in Filet Net,
Shadow Lace and Heavy Nets,
Lowly priced at per pair—

$2.50 to $10.00

And Lace Edged Curtains, in
Vo,le'
Scrim, a
most complete line modestly priced
at, per pair—

$1.00 to $5.00

CIMONTON’C
Q
DEPARTMENT STORE
A
W 410-412 Main St Rockland, Me. W

CARO OF THANKS
We wish to thank our good friend* and
relatives tor their arts of kindness during
the sickness and death of our dear one; also
for the l»eautifuJ floral tributes.
Mrs. Joseph Brasler. Mrs Rose Niles, Harold
Brasier, Mr. and Mrs Wilmont Butler.
•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to etletxl thanks to our neighbors
and friends for Their kindness to us In our
recent bereavement; also to Rev. Mr. Browne
for comfoi:ii>g words spoken at the service
And to those who so kindly loaned their
‘ats. and all who sent flowers, including the
I. R. it. boys. Relief Associution. Rocklaiut
A Hockport Lime Corporation.
Mrs. Carrie B Waltz and son Frederick.
Miss Nettie J Waltz, Mrs. Leslie (.’lark ami
Mrs. Otis Wlfhani
•

A good paint for general rough
work
Good Covering and Preserving
Paint for Outbuilding, Etc.
Gallon Cans Only
Red,

Buff,

Green,

Slate

$1-75 Can
Better Paints If You Want Them,
At Reasonable Prices

H. H. CR1E & CO.

“Topcoats slightly longer is
the style trend
Straight hanging; easy

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY
3000 Square Yards

FELT BASE FLOOR COVERINGS

. 45 CTS. SQUARE YARD
ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED
Right In Tiipe for Spring House Cleaning
We have also just received a large shipment of

HEAVY AXMINSTER ART SQUARES
9x12

$40.00

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
283 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
Telephone 318-W

draping, 46 inches long
bright,
weather-proof
woolens. Hart Schaffner
& Marx tailoring; Great
values at
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THE

FIRST

BAPTIST CHURCH

Is This Week Engaged In Services of Rededication, Mark
ing the Completion of Building Improvements Costing
Neirly $20,000.
On its way toward the achieving
i by the church of a thoroughly
modern plant, the Sunday services
[,ot the First Baptist Church served
j admirably to present the real beauty
of the reconstructed auditorium,
v hich up to that time had not been
apparent.
'Ihe result of the work is entirely
satisfying, beautiful under the bright
sun or the glow of the handsome new
lights at night The present task
completed represents the second step
in the church rebuilding (program
as at present outlined—First unit—
Organ with chimes 1923; Second unit
—Remodeled interior 192G; Third unit
—'Property extension and enlarged
Sunday school plant; Fourth unit—
Remodeled exterior—new colonial
front; Centennial year, 1933.

Buildings Are Monuments to
Progress—

Tributes to the Faith in Larger
Service

hog.any in place of tlie natural ash
Tinisli.
One of the most important single
changes is the building of a perma
nent wall between the main church
and Vhapel in place of the sliding
windows. The new plan prohibits
the addition of the chapel seating
spice to the auditorium hut adds
grAitly to the beauty of the build
ing and tlie enlarged balcony attends
to the seating problem. The walks
have been distinguished with panels,
hand-troweled, which add much to
the architectural heautv of »he roo»o.
In the panel centers are the hand
some gut electric light brackets and
the ceiling bears the two great fix
tures. which provide the main source
of light.
The handsome rich red Wilton

The Shaw Memorial Window

A new beauty has been added to
tlie auditorium by the Shaw memo
rial window, the gift of Agnes Shaw
Brow n in memory of her parents,
Francis AI. and Minnie (J. Shaw.
The window theme is praise to God
through music, revealing a cathedral
choir scene which not only balances
the organ pipes on the opposite wall
but strongly sugg(*sts the atmosphere
of radiant joy and praise in worship.
The colors are subdued to the “dim
religious light” hut are exquisitely
combined.
To one w-lio lias seen !
the churches of the old world, the i
window toms and textures vividly
recall the types of the oldest English j
churches. The window is made by
the well known Boston firm of,
Lewis <1. Flagg & Go.. under the
direction of the church architect,
Mr. Hutchins. The only other win
dow of the same design is found in
a church in Washington, D. C. It is
made of painted glass, which Cram,
the architect of St. John the Divine
Cathedral, says is the correct glass
for churches. It would he hard to
find two more beautiful windows
than the Bird and Shaw windows

We Extend Hearty Congratu

lations to the

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

». H. CLOVER CO.

BEST WISHES
. to the

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
In Its Fine Home
Upholstering and Carpeting of the new plant

and in 18S0 was elected’ deacon and
retained these offices till Ills death.
In the prayernieeting. in the Sunday
School and in the financial affairs |
of the parish lie used both Ills abili
ties and Ids money without stint. I
His consecrated gifts were not conlined to the local church hut were
abundant and far-reaching.
Ills |
family carry on in his spirit, main
taining the traditions which lie so
nobly established, giving loyal inter
est and support to church and
benevolent causes.
Xo more appropriate monument
could he made to tills faithful servant
of Christ than the pulpit from which
through all the years to come, will
he sounded forth the message which
he !,.ved —ihe Word of Cod with |
Its comfort, strength and hope.

Maine

Interior of First Baptist Church

locking toward the pulpit.

From the street the only apparent carpet, covering vestibule floor, aisles, which adorn respectively the baptis
changp is in tlie entrances from Main rostrum and choir loft, ajid the tery and communion stalls.
The windoTV is an appropriate
street, which are now of the re pew cushions, constitute the largest
cessed type with handsome dark single gift and are a great addition memorial to parents who were for
stained cypress doors, opening out to the appearance of the room. A many years members of the. church.
ward in compliance with modern glance at tlie gallery end of the Mr. Shaw was for 15 years superinpractice ami safety standards. Inset; church reveals also a great change tendent f the Sunday School and
lights over each door are an attrac The front has been brought forward Mrs. Shaw’s exceptional musical gifts
tive feature. The lobby has been re increasing the seating capacity four were always offered to the service
lighted in attractive style, panelled limes and giving a fine sense ef of the church. She served as choir
amDfinished in the soft colonial gray balance through its pillared sides leader, as organist and pianist in
which is the color motif for the en the old rooms having been torn special meetings and accompanist in
tire lower floor. The ancient doors away. Here too are found the cnlo- solo work, and is remembered as ojy
into the auditorium have been re nial designed pews. The front <f who took an enthusiastic interest in
Mrs.
placed by the noiseless, swinging the balcony is graced by a Howard the welfare of the church.
Shawl was a leading soprano *>loist
1
type, witli circular glass apertures clock.
Passing from the main c.liurc in the city and sang in the Daptlst
to avoid accident.
The first impression gained upon into the chapel one finds here t qbartette. She passed into the higher
entering the auditorium is that of liappy transformation. The sdfte service in 1922. surviving Mr. Shaw
space and beauty. Little re^Mnbluhee gray coloring has been kept, 'tlte by four years.
• * * *
the Chun lit
to the old room remains, for such walls panelled «ts in
The Brainerd Memorial
major changes as the permanent proper and attractive new ifglit }
partition on the chapel side, the en fixtures added.
The old center
The beautiful new pulpit which
larged gallery at the eastern end. posts have been replaced by squared adorns the platform is the gift of
the rebuilt and restained pews and pillars of colonial design.
Tlie Miss Carrie Bainerd, in memory of her
the panelled walls completely sub pastor’s study presents an equally father, Deacon George AI. Brainerd,
due the old familiar ehanicteristics.
altered appearance.
It* western . who for nearly forty years held the
The beautiful Shaw memorial wall has been carried up and maide j office of deacon, the longest term of

THE ELECTRIC WORK
on the remodeled

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
done by

HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.
585 Main Street

Rockland

HUTCHINS & FRENCH

.1

h

CONGRATULATIONS

Multiplied description of details |
will afford only suggestions of tlie
harmonized beauty of tlie auditorium. ]
The color sc Iteme of colonial gray on
walls and ceilings, the dark finish of I
tlie pews and clmir stall and paneli„u. the rich, red carpet, present a
harmony of effect to wliich the |
stained glass windows, new and old.
beautifully contribute.
The work has been done from plans I
and under personal supervision of
Franklin M. Hutchina. of tlie Boston
firm of Hutchins & French, who were
architects also of the remodeled i
Rockland National Baak and the |
Security Trust Co. The trustees
the church h ive had charge of the I
II • coisti ca tion, tlie chief part of tlie |
work falling to the efficient chair
man of tlie board. IUphael S. Sher
man.
While the accounts are not yet
complete il is estimated that tlie total
cost of i .•ni-uii liiig will approximate
$12,1100. to which is to he added tlie
special gifts totaling nearly $8000.
showing >5"...... in round figure* as |
Ihe offering Ilf Bee people of tills enterpriatng church. The apedal gifts]
are as follows:
EjM-er Offering $732.
\ . iiCarpels isd Pew Cushions. |
$2,.... Mrs Evelyn I Hix
l ololli.il Pew Ends. Jig*—XelMin B ( "lib
Trust Fniiil. $5110 In memory of Ida It.
Miller, he Judge E 1! Miller.
i oionlal Cliaiideliers. $5im Tlie Woman’s
A'secialion
Colonial Pulpit. $3"I1 111 memory of Prams
George M Br.i.ic-fl. bj M ai Carrie Brtiaerd

I'..mniiiiti -1 Tabic . J.toii In memory of Mr. ]
and Mrs.
.r*(. Joseph Condon, by -Mr. and Mrs
a rter
7'iikry < lock. taino In memory of Alvin A.
Carter, hi End A. ('attar.
I'rai-e Memorial Window, $1,5011- tn nieniom ot Eranris >1
and Minnie G. Shaw, byMr and .Mrs Edwin L. Hrown.
F.nr ll-.K kef. Lights. $3SH Eirs! Brackett
$tr. Mr and Mr, w il Putter; .. ........id. $95
EroI s llhodc-s: Third. V A. beach, $25; Vlr.
.mil Mr- l. w Picke t. $10: E H t'ri -. $10;
J W. Robinson, $10; Albert W. Lay $10:
J \ Southard, $10; Elmer S Bird. $10;
IV ii■ ..mi Swii-a-y. $5 ; P P Sweeney. $5
EocirlO. Kalloch lies. $2'*: Miss Knowlton's |
III nan nielli. $25; Misgi Miller's "Lend
llan l' Class $19; Elmer E Verrlll. $5; W.
It L'nur Co .' $20
\ a Lraod Plano. $750- -Mr and Mrs
Lo' s W E, kelt, $551); Miss Carolyn Ers
kine. M ss Alice Erskine. $25: First Baptist
Choir, $121 ; Tic i Opportunity I laaa, $5n ; Tlie
Woman's Association. $50; Pr and Mrs It
W I'ruliii,-k, $25; Mrs It J Keatllig. and
Mis. Kathle Keating. $15; Mr. and Mrs E
J. Morey. $10; Miss Clara Farwell. $10; The
Kalloch Class. $10: Mrs John Bernct and
Mr. Ebner Crockett. $10; Mrs. E. B In
graham. $10; Mrs W. S Follansbee. $10;
Mrs
B I'. Browne. $10; Miss Elizabeth
If.igar. $5: Poles Id Karl. $10; Mrs It. I
Th-imi-on. $5; Mr and Mrs William Brawn.
$5: Miss Eleanor Lrifllth. $5; Master John
Kernel Crockett. $5; and Mrs Eatwin (.Tie. $5
Pas or'-. Study and Quarter Century Class
Room, $200 Quarter Century Chili. $too
Mr and Mrs W A Holman. $50; Mrs Nettle
RolMnaiin. $20; Hei B P Browne. $20; Mrs
Enrl y Jameson. $5: Mias Elizabeth llagar,
$5: and Mrs J W Borns $2.
A day's work contrihated hy tlie carpenters
and painters.
Total of special gifts. $7850.

To Our Neighbor Across the Street
J

Plumbing and Sanitation of First Baptist Church

installed by

ARTHUR SHEA CO.

INSURANCE
Our experience of many years is at your serv
ice. We protect against losses from fire build
ings completed or under construction; burg
lary—jewelry and household goods; Automo
biles—fire, theft, collision, damage to property
and injury to persons.
Also Compensation, plate glass and other
forms of coverage.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
First Baptist Church is insured through this agency.

LEWIS G. FLAGG & CO.
WORKERS IN STAINED AND LEADED GLASS
•f’vl

Days of Rededication

Boston

In Charge of the Alterations
Interior First Baptist Church, looking from the pisiform toward the enlarged gallery.

For the First Baptist Society

witiiluw mi the western wall, balaneing the organ and supplementing the
hkndsonie Bird window over the baptistry, completes a line picture. The
new colonial pulpit, the artistic* coinniunioii tatde and the attractive
colonial built-in communion seats
and choir stalls carry out still
further the subdued dignity of the
colonial thought. Tlte pews have
been refashioned in line with the
general theme and have the straight
lines of early days. I’ews and clmir
stalls—built at right angles with
the pulpit- have beau stained ma-

IRVING & CASSENS
Supplied the Handsome Communion Table and

the New Pulpit for the

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

A. H. DAVENPORT CO.
575 Boylston Street

St

For

ARCHITECTS
I I Beacon Street

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

« « » •
About $20,000 Expended

General Contractors

Rockland,

were done by

Rev. Benjamin P. Browne

Boston

one great window to provide the
necessary light for the Shaw nicmorial window: and the loom cqttipped
as an ideal classroom and study, it
will serve as the headquartci - for
Pastor Browne's thriving Sunday
school group.
In the upstairs parlors tlie ■ inges
have been confined largely to the
new primary department quarter!,
located over the pastor's study
it
is light and roomy with its luge
addition and gives tlie young.-ters
an excellent loom.
The general contractor for the
work was the \V. H. Clover t.'ii. T ielf
work w.'is carried through with a
minimum of disturbance to church
activities.
The redecorating con
tract. one of Ilrst mngni:ml-. wii!
excellently handled hy 11. II <hip.
Many illfih ulties were cm uunt-'jed
hut all were overeome. The i leet-rioal
contractor^ were House - Sherman,
Inc., and the plumbing was done by
the Arthur Shea Co. To I 'liller-C,ebb-

service in the history of the church,
He died Feb. 23. 1917. He was a mall
of important affairs, before becoming
a Christian. He did not however
offer liis well-known integrity or
his upright character as an excuse
for not liecoming a Christian but
rather offered himself and all he had
as a humble servant of Jesus Christ,
in 1S7S lie was chosen church clerk

new pew cushions and carpets and
the installation of the leather hound
doors. The new grand piano was
olitaincil through the Maine .Music
Co. The colonial pulpit ami the
communion table were furiilshcd^b’y
Irving At- Cassells of the Boston llrm
of A. H. Davenport A- Co. and the
beautiful friliaw Memorial window,
The First Baptist Church, Some Day one of the finest made, was buij^ by
Lewis OF. Flagg & Co., also of' Boston. '■
To Have a Colonial Front
3*1

Two Sundays and two week days
are to witness special services of
rededication of the church.
The
morning light through the memorial
window, red roses and lilies on the
platforms and the feel of soft red
carpets beneath one’s feet, added
filial touches of charm to the beauty
of the first of these services Sunday
morning. Tlie sermon by Dr. I. B.
Mower, executive secretary of the
Fnited Baptist Convention of Maine,
sketched the high lights of Baptist
history with arresting interest.
At night the processional was' led
hv the vested junior choir, the two
boy leaders carrying the open Bible
to its place upon the pulpit, while
the combined choirs sang "How Firm
a Foundation.” The pastor. Jtev.
Mr. Browne, spoke on the recovery
of reverence, beauty, freedom and

CHURCH AND DOMESTIC
DECORATION

Room 401 Sudbury Building
Boston, Mass.

79 Sudbury Street

Haymarket 0126

Furnished the New Shaw Memorial Window

(Continued on page 5)
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\

Done by

EDWIN H. CR1E
473 Main Street

Memorial Window to Francis M. and Minnie G. Shaw.
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Every»Uther-L>ay
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

THE KING OF ETHER

gfliiint.

(Continued from page 4)

the spirit of worship for the House > newly organized church held mcetof God. After the dedicatory player: ings alternately at Blacklngton's
the lights of the auditorium were [ Corner, in the old schoolhouse and
snapped off. leaving the Shaw ' at the "Shore Village" in a small
memorial window shining In the building which stood on the grounds
darkness with a soft radiance. The where the court house now stands.
The church had no settled pastor
recessional hail led the choirs to
seclusion behind the window, from j the first year, but was supplied onewhence they sang as In the distance fourth of the time by ltev. Amarlah
the last stanza of “All Hail." The Kalloch, who was the pastor of the
day abides in the memory of all Baptist church at South Thomaston.
who were present as one of rare joy. Mr. Kalloch accepted d call to beThls Tuesday evening will open j come pastor March 1, 1834, at a salary
with a fellowship supiter, 200 expect- 1 of $312. lie served the church for
ed to be present, followed by brief j 14 years. This was by far the longest
addresses, W. O. Fuller as tuast- pastorate in the history of the church,
master. At 7.15 in the auditorium. 1 The need of a meeting house soon beWllliam A. Holman of Portland will San to be felt, but the church was too
speak on "The Church Past and, .straightened financially to build such
Present,” and Rev. E. C. Whitte a house alone. There were at this
more, D. D., of Waterville on "The time quite a number of CongregationWorld Task of the Church.” Singing alists In the village, though they had
will be led by (J. S. Palmer und the no church organization, and were
without a regular minister. A rec
Church Choir will furnish mgsie.
Wednesday evening from 7 to 7.45 . ognized leader among them was Iddo
there will be a public reception for I Kimball, a man of some means, who
hn
At ' offered, in behalf of the Congregainspection of ■the
new carters
quarters. At
j
7.45 R. S. Sherman will present the tionalists, to unite with the Baptists
report of the trustees. Rev. W. S In building a house of worship to he
occupied jointly hy Ihe two denoml
Rounds ot the Congregational Church
nations. The house was built in 1835.
will extend greetings from the city
This union meeting house, at corner
of Main and Summer streets, has
’ been twice substantially rebuilt, anil
' in its modified and beautified form ls
j the house still oediipled by tlie Cont gregationalist church of Rockland.
The joint ownership of this meetI ing house continued until 183S, when
I the Baptists sold their part to the
I Congregatlonaiists anil March 10 of
j that year the church voted to luilld
a house of its own. Tlie edifice was
' completed and dedicated Dec. 1. 1839.
This building has been twice en
larged. first during the pastorate of
j Rev. Isaac Kalloch and later under
I the administration of Rev. W. O.
J Holman. In 1831’ the church was rel modeled under the pastorate of Rev.
W. C.-Ba rows, in its present /ifian.
Tlie chin di lias had 10 pastors dur
ing its 93 ye it s ot existence. They
are us follows:
Amariah Kalloeli.
March. 1831 1847
Slim llslcv.
April. 1818-Mm-h. 1S4‘>
James Belcher. IIP..
July, 1819 Fell. 18511
Isaac Katloch.
April. I851*5cpt., 1855
Nathaniel Butler,
Jan , 1856-0,1.. 1858
Henry A Hart.
.Inly ISiai-.March.' 1805
William 0 Butman. March 1865 May. 1869
<•. T I hgts.
May, 1870-April, 1872
S. L B Chase,
May' 1872-April. 1878
W
('.
Barrows.
Nor . 1878-Sept . 1882
William A. Holman
W S Roberts, 9 9.,
Pec. 1882-May. 1891
J B Pa-shtev.
Nor. 1891-April. 1897
Robert W Van Kirk. Nor . 1897 March, 1903
July, 1903-Sept., 1913
churches, ltev. E. V. Allen of the Wlll'am 1 Pav,
Pee , 1913-0, t . 1929
Methodist Church will offer prayer. Willard L Piatt.
Benjamin P Browne.
Jan . 1921-

Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker of the
Vniversallst Church will read the
scriptures and Rev. Charles O. Farn
ham. D. I)., of Boston will deliver
an address on “The Ideal Church.”
Singing will be led hy Carl Cassens.
Next Sunday morning JTesident
Roberts of Colby College will give
an address on “The Church and ;
Christian Education.” In the even- i
Ing there will lie an organ recital :
by Jamesi O'Hara, followed by q '
cantata, "Bethany,” choir and soloists’
under direction of Mrs. Browne.
Miss Hayden and Atlas Calderwood
will play a duet. organ and piano.
'
* * * *

Among these ministers Were men of
intellectual power and great execu
tive ability- Some of the most gifted
preachers of their day have exer
cised tlie pastoral office over this
church.
Thirteen clerks have served the
church during its history, as follows:
Timothy- Wellman, Isaac .1. Perry, J.
Wakefield, E. S. Smith. Rufus Y. Crie,
Hcman Burpee. Edgar A. Burpee,
J. A. Ingraham. George W. White,
"

Two Great Confarcnces

In spite of a year of unusual
activity the program of the church
still includes greater events ahead. ■
June i-11 this church entertains j
the State Conventfan of the fnited *
Baptists of Maine.
Two famous'
preachers on that occasion will j
Include l)r. Charles N. Arbuckle of I
Newton Centre. Mass., and Dr. .1. C.
Alassee of Tremont Temple. Three
hundred delegates will lie entertained
in the city and three special ban- ’
quels will he served. Reports «of
State officers. Dr. I. II. Mqwcr, T>r.
E. C. Whittemore and F. 'll. Knollin.
Rtv. E. C. Whittemore, D. D.
together with those of principals of
academies and presidents of colleges,
will be given at that time.
Rev. S. L. B. Chase. George M. Brain
A summer Bible Conference will erd. Nancy T. Sleeper and Carolyn L.
be held August 30-Sept. 1. when a Erskine.
famous preacher from abroad on ills
The longest term of service was
maiden tour of America has been
secured by special arrangement hy given hy Deacon George AI. Brain
tills church. This is I>r. H. Tydeman erd who filled the office for nearly 49
Chllvers of London, now occupying years.
Fourteen treasurers have looked
the world-famous pulpit of Charles
Haddun Spurgeon of the Mjetro- after the finances, ns follows:
politan Tabernacle. He Is booked
Henry Ingraham, Joseph Condon,
fur a Sunday or two at Tremont Samuel Libby. Isaac Gregory. Rufus
Temple anil lias yielded to strong Ingraham, John Wakefield, H. P.
pressure to visit Rockland for thr^e Wood. J. A. Ingraham. Jacob JRftaw.
days. It is expected that many from Jr., II. H. Crie. O. S. Andrews, A. E.
all sections of the State will visit Brunberg, Fred A. Carter and Joseph
Itockland ill order to hear tills great W. Robinson.
preacher. Mrs. Carl K. Cray, well
pe«icon Hiram II. Crie held this ofknown Bible teacher and member of
longest term, having
Knox County s summer colony, has served for a period of about 35 years.
given a tentative promise to speak
The church has had 24 deacons, as
at tills conference.
follows
It is not often that two great
Job Ingraham. David Crockett,
conferences visit tlie same town tlie Geolge Thomas. Peter Hall. William
same summer.
Roqkland is well R Chapman. Henry Ingraham. Isaac
favored.
I Gregory. Thomas W. llix, Theodore
P. Howard, Mero Kalloch. Jacob
The Church In History
Shaw, Jr., Hiram II. Crie. George M
At the 75th Anniversary of the i Brainerd, A. Bradford' Butler, Frank
Chinch an eloquent histdlical address S. Kalloch, diaries A. Young, Epli
was delivered by tlie pastor, Bev. raini E. Post., Vesper A. Lea ell, A. AV.
William .1. Day. from which Is here Palmer. E. E. Hagar, F. 11. Ingraham.
R. S. Sherman. C. II. Morey and
liberally quoted:
Sunday. Jan. 31. 1784, Elder Isaac O. A. Palmer.
Isaac Gregory -and
Case, one of the pioneer Baptist min Peter Hall each served in this
isters of the State of Maine, preached capacity for over half a century.
a sermon hl Oliver Robbins' barn ip
There are three ex-pastors livin
that part of the town of Thomaston Bev. Robert AV. A'an Kirk who resides
known as the Wessaweskeng. now in Pomona, Calif., Rev. William J.
South Thomaston. A powerful re Day, pastor of the First Baptist
vival followed this sermon, so that by church of Winthrop, Mass., and Rev
the last of May that year. ii church Willard/ L. Pratt, pastor of the
was organized In that same barn with Stoughton Street Baptist church,
Mr. Case as the pastor.
Boston. Mass.
A house of worship was erected and
It is recorded lhat during tlie min
dedicated hl 1796. This edifice stood istry of Air. Day. 13 fine stained glass
where built for over a century, being windows were added to the church,
destroyed by lightning Feb. 15. 1898. seven of llieni being memorial In
This First Baptist church of South' character. To these was added as a
Thomaston was the mother of the gift from the lute Hon. Sidney M.
Second Baptist church of Thomaston, Bird, a beautiful memorial window
and the Third Baptist church of of exquisite workmanship, installed
Thomaston, now known as the First above the baptistry. Mr. Day also
Baptist church of ROckland, this city organized the Men's League of the
at that time having no separate ex church, which Is still In a flourishing
istence. hut being a part of Thomas condition.
,
ton and known as the "Shore Vil
The next pastorate was that of Rev.
lage."
Willard L. Pratt. One of the marked
• « • •
features of his ministry was the re
In the Shore Village. Jan. 5, 1833, modelling of the baptistry, with the
a meeting was held which was to de very beautiful painting in the rear,
termine the future of Baptists in the a gift from the well known artist,
City of Rockland. It was voted to William P. Burpee of Rockland. Ex
call a council Feb. 2 of that year to tensive improvements were also made
assist In organizing the Third Baptist to tho vestry us well as to the
church of Thomaston. Tlte council church.
met, according to the call, on the
The present pastor. Rev. Benjamin
ubove date in the schoolhouse at I’. Browne, entered upon his duties,
Blacklngton’s Corner at 9 a. ip., and Jan. 25, 1921. The Ninetieth Anni
the church was organized with 35 versary, and the installation of the
constituent members. The last one
of these to pass away was Mrs. Eliza
Thorndike, who died 'Sept. 22. 1895.
The first deacons to serve the
church were Job Ingraham, David
WANT ADS
Crockett and George Thomas. Tlie
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ASPIRIH
SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST I
Proved safe by millions and prescribed by physicians for
Colds

Headache

Neuritis

Lumbago

Pain

Neuralgia

Toothache

Rheumatism

DOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART
Accept only “Bayer” package
which contains proven directions.
Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
Also hotties of 24 and 100—Druggists.
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of MonoaceticacidcRtrr of Saikylicacid
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Rapid Gain For Radio In the
. Field Where It Was Once
Unpopular.
Within tlie past sixteen months.
Radio, king of Ether, lias greatly ex
tended the boundaries of a vast do
main Into several territories where
support once was lacking.
Promi
nent artists have held out the glad
hand of welcome and there is a grow
ing use of the, microphone by the
atrical
producers.
roovle-makcrs,
sport officials and book publishers to
arouse public Interest In the results
of their labor.
It was only in Januarj' of last year
that John McCormick, tenor, and I.uerezia Bori. prima donna of tlie Me
tropolitan Opera Company, sang in
Station WEAK to an invisible audi
ence estimated from 6,000,000 to 8,000.000 persons.
Tills marked the
first time internationally famous ar
tists broadcast in .America.
Before
then there was a decided hesitancy.
If not opposition, upon their part to
ward appearing before tlie micro
phone.
A few of the biggest theatrical suc
cesses played to capacity bouses that
night, but many of the other plays
wero confronted with rows of emptyseats.
Persons connected with tlie
theatres were unanimous in their
conviction that radio largely was re
sponsible.
♦ * * ♦

A Motor Authority Tells of Their Advantage, and Almost
Necessity, To Motor Cars.
Veiy few cars have really good
cooling systems. This sounds a
large statement but it is none the
less true. The fact is that overheat
ing is a rare trouble today and, while
anyone notices overheating, veryfew people notice overcoolln^
Engines will run satisfactorily
when overcooled, but they will use
more gasoline and will dilute the oil
much more rapidly. Of course the
last ounce of power is got from an.
engine which is fairly cool, say 150
degrees, if it is run on high test gas
oline and has very accurately ad
justed carburetlon. Even then the
difference in absolute power be
tween a hot and a cold engine is
very slight und shows noticeably
only on motors like the Liberty 400
h. p. and similar power-plants.
With the general run of automobiles
the carburetlon depends to a great
extent upon engine temperature so
that tlie best power as well as the
best running generally is obtained
from a hot engine.
Considering
everything,
power,
gasoline economy, lack of oil dilu
tion, reduction of friction in the mo
tor and smoothness of action the
best waterjacket temperature is be
tween 200 and 220 degrees—very
considerably hotter than, convention
al practice, {Ream cooling gives
this but with water cooling it is al
most impossible to get 200 degrees
hi the jacket. Leaving steam cool
ing apart for the moment let us
analyze the conventional system.
....

tlie bottom. This means a sluggish
circulation and that tlie engine will
boll and overheat more easily than
it should.
A radiator cools because of tlie
difference between Its temperature
and that of the air. Suppose the
radiator is 170 degrees at "the top and
130 degrees at the bottom Its averi xe temperature Is half way between
o 150 degrees and if the air ls 70
d- Trees the average difference is SO
degrees. Now if the top is- still 170
degrees but the bottom 160 degrees,,
which it could be with rapid
enough circulation, then the differ
ence between radiator and air is 95'
degrees and the amount of heat tlie
radiator can give up to the air flowing
through it has been increased in pro
portion of 95-80. Thus the hotter a
radiator is- the more efficient it is.
In pump circulated water systems
there is a fault which ls so very
common that it can lie called usual..
This is too small a passage from the
bottom tank to the pump intake.
Tlie outlet at tlie bottom of a radia
tor should pass as much water as,
can he made to flow through the
core, the pump ought not to have to
suck water from tlie radiator, the
water should flow Into the pump
naturally just as fast as tlie pump
can push it ahead Into the engine.
Supposing the bottom tank outlet
casting is restricted, then what hap
pens ts that the pump sucks on tlie
intake pipe, which means that the
pressure inside the pipe is reduced
below atmospheric pressure. Most
of us have seen ears which would
The water in circulating gets most suck the hose connection flat at
of its Jieatlng as It flows over the high speeds.
S,. • * «
cylinder head so the head water is
usually much hotter than the jacket
Now water bolls at much less than
water. If the water coming from 212 degrees when the pressure on It
the radiator and entering the bottom Is reduced, so there ts danger of
of the engine jacket is too warm it steam or vapor forming in the suc
will reach boiling when it touches tion line and when this happens the
the head and this cannot be allowed. pump ceases to function. I have
The reason an engine pounds when seen cases of ears of well known
it ls boiling is not because It has got make which gave all the symptoms
"boiling hot.” It has got a great of boiling and overheating when the
deal hotter than that. (With a usual water in the bottom of the radiator
type of system as soon as boiling was not more than 150 degrees.
starts the expansion caused by turn
This means that In examining a
ing some water into steam blows pump circulation car which is over
considerable water througli the over heating readily it ls a good plan to
flow.
Large bubbles or patches of put on a piece of fairly thin hose
steam collect around the cylinder between the bottom tank and the
head and valve pockets, leaving the pump. Then speed the motor up and
adjacent areas of metal practically see if It sucks flat. If it does then
dry and just a few explosions will examine the radiator, first to sec If
shoot the temperature of patches of the core is stopped up with sediment
metal up to 300 or 400 degrees.
and then to see if there are fins or
Not long ago the experimental de other removable obstructions in the
partment of one of the foremost au tank outlet casting.
,
tomobile manufacturers In America
A good way to test a radiator for
set up tlieir engine on a test block flow is to take it off the car and set
and Inserted about twenty ther it up where water can be run In the
mometers at different places in tlie top from a faucet and allowed to run
jacket. It was found that with out out freely at the bottom. Adjust the
let water at just under boiling the faucet so Hint It just keeps tlie top
temperature In the jacket varied tank filled without running over.
from 180 up to over 400 degrees. Then take a watcli and a pall and
Some changes were made in the de catch the amount that runs out in
sign of tlie engine block and after a minute, or half a minute.
they were finished there was no spot
Then attach a funnel to the pump
left that went over 212 degrees.
intake. Start the engine and run
To prevent dilution and reduce it up to full speed, pouring water
friction we want the actual cylinder into the funnel, note how much
walls as hot as possible, which water the pump will absorb and push
means that we want the water to out through tlie jacket in a minute
come In from the radiator good and and then compare with the radiator
warm. Tills can happen without (low. The radiator flow ought to he
danger of boiling if the circulation equal to the pump capacity but the
Is rapid enough. Most radiators if system should operate well If the
tested for temperature at top and radiator will pass 75 per cent of the
bottom when the car is running will pump requirements at full speed.
show a large drop. Perhaps 170 de Less than that Is undesirable.
grees at the top and 130 degrees at
—A. Ludlow Clayden in "Alotors.”

new Estey church organ in 1923 at a
cost of $7000. followed by the work
whose completion is now being cele
brated will be important matters of
history of this pastorate, which hav
ing begun so auspiciously, it is hoped
will continue for many years.
Tlie church lias prospered greatly
under the mintstrj- of these four pas
tors. spiritually and materially, large
numbers of faithful workers having
been added to its membership.
Thus 93 years of church life
passes into history. Meanwhile, mar
velous events have been taking place
in the world: great progress has been
made In arts and sciences: empires
have risen and fallen: Illustrious per
sonages have appeared and disap
peared: there have b»?n wars and
rumors of war; but amid all tills
tumult and discord. Ihe reverent ear
lias heard the stately tread of the
march of the oncoming Kingdom of
Christ on earth, and so, the church
gazes Into tlie future with eager
anticipation.

"Bedio constitutes the greatest
menace tlie theater ever faced.” Wil
liam A. Brady, the producer, then
declared. From Frank Gilmore, ex
ecutive secretary of tlie Actors'
Equity Association, came the word
that the organization coneidered radiq a "terrible menace to the actor."
'Since then, however, the changes in
attitude have been many.
At Mr.
Brady's office it wa,s revealed he not
only had bought a radio but that he
no longer considered it a menace to
the (heater. .
"Mr. Brady feels there are certain
types of plays very adaptable to
broadcasting.” his representative said.
"In these instances, lie believes tlie
results obtained through the entertain
ment of radio listeners, interest in tlie
plays and resulting attendance at the
theater are good. Where productions
are not suitable for broadcasting, lie.
of course, is opposed to such presen
tation."
A willingness to drop the adjective
“terrible" from "menace" was ex
pressed by Mr. Gilmore, Who said the
Equity has no opppsttion to its mem
bers broadcasting any play In which
they are appearing, providing they
are given extra reimbursements of an
eighth of their regular salaries. If a
member wants to make a personal
appearance before the microphone, he
may do so without remuneration, if
such is his desire.
Other producers have duplicated
Mr: Brady's broadcasting of plays.
Morris Gest. who permitted "The Mir
acle” to he sent out through the
ether, recently approved a similar
presentation of '"Carmencita and the
Boldier.” The Shuberts tried "The
Student Prince” on the air and then
followed with “Pincess, Flavla."
Crosby Gaige. however, said he felt
anything that kept people Jn their
homes during t)ie evening naturally
would hurt attendance at the theatre
and added he had noted no Increased
attendance in instances where Ills
plays had been broadcast.
*
*
Numerous stage stars are making
personal appearances before the mi
crophone.
What has followed as a
result of broadcasting by McCormick
und Bori now is an old story. Tills
year, they repeated their performance.
Marion Talley and Mary Lewis, tlie
two new American members of tlie
Metropolitan, have joined
many
others-of tlieir group who have broad
cast.
AYltlle the Metropolitan has no ob
jection to Its members broadcasting
under certain conditions, a represen
tative said It was not believed that
the beauty and dramatic power of a
complete opera could be transmitted
via the radio. As to whether the dial
will ever find its way to the Metro
politan stage—that’s another ques
tion.
AA’arner Brothers, the motion pic
ture organization first built a broad
casting station for its western stu
dio and then constructed another in
New York. In addition to other fea
tures of these programs, film plays
often arc broadchst and stars of the
company make frequent appearances.
Tlie other movie companies also
make use of the microphone and
many stations have a regular feature
reviews of pictures and news about
tlie plays and stars.
Just before the
opening of his last picture 'in New

To Those Who
Judge Quality
by Price
The quality of Ford cars can not
be judged by the prices at which
they are sold — because Ford
prices are made possible by con
ditions that are absolutely
unique in the automotive in
dustry.

From mine to market the Ford
car is the work of a single organ
ization. The Company owns and
operates the mines and forests
that furnish the raw materials
for its products. This material
is carried over Ford transporta

Thus there is but a single man
ufacturing profit on the car.

The following statement, pre
viously made in an advertising
message, is repeated here
because of its great significance
to the motoring public.

“If un\ other manufacturer endeavored to produce n
car similar to the Ford, according to the high stand
ards of quality in material and workmanship used by
the Ford Motor Company and with the same tried and
proved design, it would be impossible to offer it at any
thing like Ford prices. And it is well to note that even
with less costly design they have not been able to meet
Ford prices.”

Original Ford Features that Today Make for
Greatest Simplicity — Durability — Reliability
Dual Ignition
Simple, Dependable Lubrication
Torque Tube Drive
Multiple Disc-in-oil Clutch
Three Point Motor Suspension
Planetary Transmission
Thermo-Syphon Cooling

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

New Prices
COUPE

RUNABOUT

*500

TOURING

*310

*29(b
TUDOR

FORDOR

*520

*565

Cloted Car Prices include starter and demountable rims. AU pricet f. o.b. Detroit

“WE HAVE NEVER LOWERED THE QUALITY TO REDUCE THE PRICE’

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
TEL 333.

York recently, Douglas Fairbanks
gave an interview at AA'JZ on a lineup
with several other atations.
As another viewpoint on the sit
uation Is a report of tlie United
States department
of commerce
which says that a bad slump in rev
enue derived from motion pictures In
Japan is attributed to radio.
Pro
ducers in America, however, report
business as good in this country and
production is going along at a rapid
rate.
II. S. Latham, of the McMillan Com
pany. publishers, aald be believed
people turned to the radio primarily
for music, but added that when the
"literary audience has become Inter
ested in radio" increased sales of
books and more reading will be the
results.
After a hook had been reviewed over
the radio of a western station, the
sales at the bookstores the following
day showed a marked advance, B. T.
Bond of Dodd, Mead and Company re
ported.
From Scotland comes a dispatch to
the effect "broadcasting appears to
have increased rather than dimin
ished the number of book readers."
Virtually all American publishers
have slated they have no fear of
radio.
The games of many
baseball
leagues and numerous athletic events
now are broadcast.
AVIiilc 'Miller Huggins, manager of
the New York Yankees, in the rush
of training season, was not prepared
to state definitely whether lie favored
IS
or opposed radio rejiorting of games,
everything
he said.:
"Offhand, I would say that radio
in
reporting lias not lessened attend
ance at hall games. It was done last
breakfast
year and the American league had
oats
its best season.”
John J. McGraw, manager of the
New York Giants, said "The National
league has a rule agalnt radioing hall
games for all but the world series
and I am in favor of this rule."
Broadcasting of fights was once
stopped by Tex Rickard, the promotor,
HEN you find a person, espe
hut a few weeks ago he issued a
cially a child, who "doesn't like
statement lie was not opposed to ra
oats," chances are {hey haven’t tried
dio.
Atop of Ills new Madison
the right kind.
Square Garden is a large broadcast
Get Quaker Oats. Once you taste
ing station.
(
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Niglit Driving
a Pleasure
Controllable-Beam Headlights on the Better
Buick add pleasure and great security to
night driving.
Buick’s new headlights furnish a safe driving
light all the time, without blinding approach
ing drivers. A thumb control on the steering
wheel lowers the beam while they pass.
Have you ever driven the Better Buick Z
Come in and let the car itself show you its
greater attractiveness and value. ControllableBeam Headlights are one of many fine-car
features which Buick, alone, offers you in
the moderate price field.

Flavor
jV,
W

organ surrounded hy choristers male
i and female in the conventional dress
'of the choristers and against a rich
I background of stronger color In the
j tapestry hangings.
Windows at either side of the
center window have musicaj emblems,
a harp and music scroll in one and
musical trumpets of the Fra Angelico
order in the other side. These win
dows are done in antique glasses
cut into many small pieces each
piece painted and subjected to a
kiln fire which fuses the paint with
the glasses. In some instances the •'Quaker" flavor, you are spoiled for
glass is painted and fired more than ordinary oats.
once to get the desired effect, as for
That rich and toasty Quaker flavor
Instance tn the flesh tints which is the result of some 50 years milling
require ot least tv.o fires and often experience. No other oats approxi
more. After the glass Is cut and mates it.
painted and put through the kiln the
Quaker milling, too. retains much of
pieces are put together with leads,
the “bulk” of oats. Thus those who
the process of "leading” being done
eat Quaker Oats find laxatives sel
practically by the same method as
dom naeded. Combines protein, car
used for hundreds of years, although
bohydrates, vitamines and “bulk" in
the modern leads are considered more
excellent proportions.
durable. Leads being flexible. Iron
» . » •
Costs the same as ordinary brands.
rods have to be used with discretion
The Artist's Description of the Shaw
to strengthen the glass. These are You alone lose when you accept a
Memorial Window
considered no blemish to the work substitute.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Quick Quaker cooks in 3 to 5 min
as the dark spots help to accent the
The subject foT the three-group color values of the glass.
utes. Your grocer has it: also Quaker
window we
f have just furnished for
Oats as you have always known
Lewis G. Flagg & Co.
the Rockland Baptist Church is a
them.
modern version of the St. Cecelia
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. is
subject. In this Instance she Is rep working out a plan whereby the 6500
resented as a young woman seated Chevrolet dealers can supply Duco
in the chancel of a church at the service to the public.

tion routes, fabricated in Ford
mills, manufactured in Ford
plants -and the finished pro
duct is sold to the public
through the Ford dealer
organization.

2k

BUICK MOTOR CO., FLINT, MICH.
Division of General Motors Corlsoration

W

Quaker Oats

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
57 PARK STREET
QUALITY 6. COMFORT

“Mark Every Grave”
VMfWOJUJ

Atk for style O H
in the Karan't mode,hide,—nothing

,
as faahtonabte—utmoit in fit—with a poo, hire ta.el atop—the tracking that maltw i
poulssZ/^rioiJ. Ths Beit Silk—fullpthi.mi

1^_^___A«LvcSkop»^^
rhOdendH^de^doj^^SostOfj |

Wo are one of the oldest established firms, in Cemetery
Memorials* in Knox County, and carry a complete line of
Granite and Marble Memorials to choose from.
All work done with the latest improved machinery, and will
be pleased to quote prices on work delivered in this or the ad
joining Counties. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

<
,■

1,

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

Wanted

WALDOBORO

WANTED—Middle aged lady for general
hoiawii'irk in famity of iwo. Address 1*. A.
JACkSWL Waldolwro, Me__________ H’M
-WANTED—Housekeeper for family ot four?
Bcpniecl io cook, bin no washing
Apply
MltS A s. I’ETKIISO.x.
Granite Si ,
Rockland
44-hl
WANTED lliiiisekeeper In f.irntiy of
Call 93I-.I or write UOX 250. Rockland.
Maine.
44-tf
Wanted—a vernl nil around inacblid&n.
LIVI.V(.‘ST<).\ MAMTAFTt RINt; CO. 41-40
WANTED—A position to work out with two
small children as housekeeper. Apply to
MBS. ISA D. VOJ4E, Waldoboro, Maine,
It K D. 2
WANTED—200 men to iospect, criticize,
ami buy our new stock of Bates Street Shirts
fuller-eohb.davis.
m2-11
WANTED PraTt Horse for Its keep this
spring and summer
AVST1N A. MII.LFK.
Waldoboro. Me.. R. F. 1) 2 Box 0
42*47
• WANTED—(hie all around machinist. LIV
INGSTON MAXI’FACTI RING <’O.
41-40
WANTED—Small taiuily to occupy modem
second floor apartment having elecMric lljrhtx,
etc , Thomaston, In exchange for care of Kemlinvalid.
Write .M. E.
Tne Coui'ier-t».izette.
4l-4»,
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
kittens.
Highest prices paid
TEL. 352-14.
JOH N S. RAN LETT. Rockville. Me
1-tf
WANTED—Genealogical data for the his
tory of Matin,cus which Is now In prenara- ,
tion. Ebenezer Hall the younger with his
wife Eleanor and family of chlhlre.i removed
from Matinlcus to Montville shortly alter
1810. Wanted a list of his children with
dates of births and namen of persons they
married; also similar records of hh broth
ers: David who married Susannah Alien, and
moved to Camden and Janies who married
Lydia Smith. Any records of ihe Halls,
Youngs. Abbotts, Cries, Tolmans, Burgessea,
Condons. Ameses, etc., who formerly lived
here, or of their descendants, will be grate
fully received In particular, Information Is
desired of Jonathan Allen, living here in
1794 Where did he come from? What be
came of him? Address C. A E. LONG,
MatiniciM.
HPtf

William McLaughlin has been In
Anson Bucklin lias returned from a
Miss Lillian Brann has returned io
visit to his sister in Boston and to Livermore Falls to resume teaching Portland.
Miss Jessie L. Keene and Miss Vera
after spending a two weeks' vaca
friends in Xewtonvllle.
The meeting of the AV. C. T. 1'. tion with lier parents, Mr. and Mrs. Patterson returned to Gorham Nor
mal School Monday.
which was postponed from last week Charles Brann.
Mrs. Adella Coding who has been
Mrs. Albert Benner and Mrs. Euwill he held at the >f. E. vestry next
spendlng the winter with her Sister, tlora Miller -were in Wiscasset last
Friday at 2.30 o’clock.
Truman sawyer returned Sunday Mrs. Xellie Wilkins, returned Mon-i week.
from Lewiston, where he attended day to Hope /
Mrs. Xlna Goucher has returned
1926
Margaret, tlie young daughter of ' from Lewiston.
APRIL
the contest of the old time tiddlers.
1926*
Mr. Sawyer who is handy with the Mr .and Mrs. G. I., llale, celebrated - .1. PfVannah Is at the Knox ItosplT w T F S
M
how himself, was highly pleased hcr fourth birthday Wednesday aft- tai. Rockland, for treatment,
with the skill of the contestants and el-noon of last week, when six of her
1 2 3
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and Miss
—
pronounced it “some fiddling."
little friends were pleasantly enter- ' Grace A. Yorke have returned from
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cushing who tabled at her homo. A dainty lunch- I Massachusetts, where they have
6 7 8 9 10
have heen in town several days be eon was served to which the attrac- , spent the winter.
cause of tlie illness and death of live favors and birthday cake added
Announcement lias heen received
Mrs. Cora C. Cushing, returned to much. The afternoon will long he in town of the birth of a sop, Ed
13 14 11 1617
11
remembered by the little folks.
Chicago Monday afternoon.
ward Rawson, to Mr, and Mm. El
Miss Mildred Kibble nf East Mil wood W. Jennison. April 3, in BanEdgar 1.inekin who has heen at
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
home on a short vacation, returned ton and Mrs. Harriet Scott of Welles- got*. Mrs. Jennison is the daughter
Monday to his duties t,s instructor in ley. Mass., are in town, called by the of y[aJor and M,.s ,Iarry M
chemistry at the Vermont State l'ni- serious illness of tlieir mother ami of Bangor and a gianddaughter of
1 25 26 27 28 29 30'S'
sister. Mrs. Charles Kibble.
versity.
Mrs-. Helena M. Smith of Waldoboro.
Rev. 1. B. Mower of Waterville
Tlie condition of Miss Ida Elliot,
Miss Edith Perry entertained at
who is at the home of her brother. who pleached at tlie Baptist church a party Saturday afternoon on the
I'r. Henry Elliot, Salem, Mass., is re Sunday evening was the guest in occasion of her sixth birthday.
ported to he very serious. Frank town of Rev. and Mrs. ,1. I.. Wilson Eighteen of her little friends and
Elliot went on Sunday and word from tit the Moody parsonage.
five fond mamas were present. Games
Advertisements in this column not to ex
Miss Clara Walker and Miss Doro- i
him has been received stating that
ceed three lines inserted once for 23 cents.
were plqyed during tlie afternoon and
liis sister had regained consciousness thy Andrews returned Monday to
3
titles for 30 cents
Additional lines 3
Mrs. Perry served ice cream and
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
ami recognized him. Mrs. Ella Gorham Xormal School after spend
cake.
The youngsters had a de
times.
Six
words
make
a
line.
Elliot and son Richard O. Elliot left ing the Easter vacation in town.
lightful time.
Mrs. W. I., lkillaul is confined to
by train for Salem Monday morning.
About 50 members of Good Luck
Lost and Found
Miss Elliot has many friends here her home by illness.
, ,
.- ■ .
, Prentiss
.
,has moved, from
.
Rebekah
Lodge,, were
at the
rank
the _____
,
„, present
„ ,
.
who anxiously await further infor
LOST
—
Friday,
pocketbook, containing about
annual roll call. The affair was in
$11. Reward. PALMER PEASE, 2G Jefferson
Haskell house on Commercial street
mation'.
charge
of
the
Vice
Grand.
Mrs.
Mar

St
T<1.
1902W
43*43
The Knox Ministerial Association to one of the Shepherd houses on
tha Benner, assisted by members of
LOST—I've lost my dog again. She's a
met in the Baptist church here Mon Pleasant street.
brown fox terrier with a stub tail Notify
day. Rev. II. 1. Holt nf Camden read
A very pleasant surprise was given her staff, Mrs. Bertha Moody and
MLSS tFJH ROf.ERS Tel 2:4 M
41-4G
a paper on “The Religion Taught in Miss Susie Buckminster. Thursday Mrs. Carrie Eugley. Refreshments
LOST—bold football and chain between
Our Public Schools." Twenty-two evening of last week at the home of were served. One member was adOU can select any carriage, sulky or stroller
Rankin block and High Schoo,. Tel. 770.
rat down to a bountiful dinner fur Miss Marion Weidman, where sixteen I mitted to the order.
4Plt
One of the most charming; supnished by a committee of ladies of of her High School friends assem
LOST—Boat, taken from its moorings Dec.
from our large showing of the season’s new
bled and where the evening was de- i per* in the history of the Waldoboro
the church.
For Sale
13., 1924 Reward of $1000 will be given for
School was that given by the
any information that will indicate who the
Ladies Night of tlie Community lightt'ully s|»eni witli games and other
est
models
with
the
assurance
that
it
has
been
FOR SALE—1924 Jewett Hrodgliatn iu |wrguilty parties are.
J, A TEEL,'Mat,nieus
Brotherhood "will lip tonight at 6.30 amusements. Those present were Senior Class in the Odd. Fellows
fcct condition
E 0. I’lfl LB ROOK 4$ SDN.
The large room was
o'clock at tfie Congregational vestry. Doris Ballard. Gwendolyn _
Morrill, dining hall.
Rockland
4‘4-tf
designed to meet every requirement for baby's
ora Robbins. Elinor Robinson. Rita f>caiititiilly decorated in green and
Tlie young daughter of Mr. and
FOR SALE—10 h. p. .Uariiit engine with
Mrs. Herbert Kirkpatrick, who has Packard. Ruth Packard. Ross Spear, |" ^'Ie an^ each table had a lovely
Eggs and Chicks
or without reverse gear. S F ALUCKK. 162
North Malli St. Tel. 817-M.
44*40
been very ill for a few days, is better. Raymond l’ayson, Milford Payson. l»IIVl»t of lilies that gave the supper
health and comfort.
Edwaid
Aiisplaml,
Melville
Welt,
its
name.
The
members
of
the
class
O. H. Woodcock of Cushing. Deputy
FOR SALE—Six room ■houtw. at 22 Trinity
St , with garage, electric lights, in good conSheriff, has been the guest of Mrs. C. Arnold Bartlett. Kenneth Bean. May- | ««a4© dainty waitresses gowned in
Quality
on Every
identifies them
dition. JASPER ACGARDI. 13 Trinity S:
nard Graffam.
Refreshments of white with caps and aprons oC green,
IL lYashlnun for Several days.
____________________________________ 11*10
The entertainment by the Mission sandwiches, cake and cocoa were T,|e young* people were assisted by
as genuine Hey wood-Wakefield Carriages. The
FOR SALE—Secofid 4tand I.', S. Cieam
! Mrs. W. C. Flint. Mrs. V. B. Ijay-i-rCircle of the Baptist church, assisted served.
S«iiarat«»r,
lb caFpadiy. in lie sold cheap
Mr.-. Vena Hammond lias rented the man. Mrs. Charles Whitcomb. Mrs.
by members of tlie Beta Alpha (’lull
for casJi. JAMES I. IMMtNAN. East , nion.
seal is your assurance of excellence attained
Me.
U-49
at the vestry Friday evening had sev upper part of ('apt. Ernest Torrey’s A- M. Creamer and Mrs. A. J. Waltz,
eral unique features. I’uominence house on fnion street, recently va- Over $t>2 was taken at the supper
FOR SALE—One 500 account McCaskey
through
98
years
of
manufacturing
experience.
Register and safe combined. PEOPLES
should lie given lo a reading by Mrs. rated by Wesley Thurston and ‘ and $30 made clear of all expenses
LAUNDRY. RiH klnnd
4htf
foe ike graduation.
Aurelia Collamore. 83 years of age. family.
These
carriages
are
so
reasonably
priced
that
FOR SALE—Stanley House. AiprJng- St.
whose work called forth much apFriday and Saturday of this week
CAROLINE SHERER SW’BTT. olllce 63
plause. Mrs. A. F. Rice as a comedy are the days set apart by the Meti)42 44
VINALHAVEN,
FOR SALE—Goose eggs for hatching, 23c Luncroi k St. Tel. 564 AI.
every mother can afford one.
reader Was successful. Lively Inter dist church lo raise tlieir budget for
each .EDWARD BLOM Ash Point. Tel.
FOR SALE At Hanley’s Corner, Warren,
est was taken by the audience in a the ensuing war. Saturday will be for
. „ a visit
. . .in _
.
423-10
11-10
2-story house. 14 rooms, modern, store,
Easton, at the home of
duet by Mrs. W. A. Xewcomlie and Tag Day.
Fine location for
FOR SALE—Baby t hit. Wyllk s Strain. stable and storelunise.
Mrs. Carver's parents.
CAROLINE AHEREK SWETT.
The members of the I'red A. Nor
Mrs. C. II. Washburn who arrayed iu
Single (imib Reds, bred tor 'type and color; tea room
wood
Relief
Corps
and
invited
guests
!
">>>*
at
Memorial
fiflll
the
ffice.
65
Limerock
St
Tel.
564 )1. 42-44
trapnested After May 13, 18c each postpaid,
costumes of •)’> years ago executed
safe arrival guaranteed
F. II. WYLLIE.
FOR SALE—Three lodging -houses. CAJttheir piece witli much of their old celebrated Lee’s surrender Friday ^ndinaviai Athletic Club gave a
Thomaston, Me.. Route 1. Phone 199-0 44-tf OLLNE SHERER SWETT. 65 Linn rock St.
time skill. Th« long trains of the iwninc. April 9. a. the G. A. It. hull | cone«“’'hlb.t.on and hall which
42.44
FOR ?ALE—R
R. chicks.
MILTON Td. 564-M.
«■«*•»• Oreetlns the
dresses were a revelation to the with an appropriate and pleasing ““ a
PHI LB R'OOK. Head-of-the
Head
Bay. Tel. 58-6.
FOR
SALE-Two
hotels
CAROLINE
the performing memROCKLAND, ME.
younger people present, being in such program which was enjoyed by a J
TEL 980
313-319 MAIN STREET
43-43 SHERER SIVETT, office 65 Limerock St.
.of
«• A C »»»«« a ftn*
sharp onntrast to the abbreviated large number. The program under j
BUFFALO BROODER, take care of ::oo Tel 5$4-M.
42 44
modern dress. The parts taken by tlie direction of the efficient President lowing of sturdy muscular men and
Free Delivery
chicks, excellent condition; chicken run good
Full Service
FOR SALE—Drug store, buildings, and
for OOP chlx; 6x6 hen pen 7 feet high—all large hall over store. Large summer Iniattlie Beta Alpha members were very of the corps. Mrs. Annie Clark, in- • *ave a mosl enjoyable performance,
in p- rt'et t shape at a h;ug.iin hut must move ness. C.UtOLPNK SHERER SWETT. office
effective and $63 were received. Tlie eluded the following numbers: Piano I The Program: Two selections by. the
ax oifcV jus I must have the room. BENJA
Limerock St. Tel 564-M.
42-44
program: Laughing Chorus, Beta solo. Miss Bessie Wall; vocal solo. 1 Symphony Orchestra. W. A. Smith
MIN S WHITEHOl’SE. 29 Hill v.reet. Rock
FOR SALE—The Mont homestead at Ten
Alpha girls; comedy reading, Mrs. Mrs. Charlotte Kale.-, accompanied 1“art*r: director of stunts. Mr. Corlland. Tel. 444-M
43-46
ant’s Harbor, aprox 4 acres land, never fall
---------- -y-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Collamore, Mrs. Rice; piano duet, by Mrs. Linthel lame; reading. Mrs. !*”>: gymnastic stunts, five pyramids.
BABY CHICKS at the L’bhy Home Farm. ing well, house and bam In good condition ;
Mrs. Xewcomlie, Mrs. Washburn: Blanche steward; piano solo, Ross i h-v I*’e S. A. t .; contralto solo. Miss
mission is very interesting to those
State
tested
for
white
diarrhoea.
('hicks
partly
furnished; 2 good stoves. A. W.
CAMDEN
NORTH HAVEN
playet, Miss Burgess, Mr. Starrelt; Spear; reading, Mrs. Vena Ham- 1 Blanche Hamilton; live pyramids. S.
who wish to make a study of the
week after March 20. $20 per 106. or MONT, 20 Auburn Rd , West Hartford Conn.
Capt. Sidney B. Norton has gone every
der
eapb
so
as
to
have
your
chicks
when
inuJid;
saxaplionc
solo.
Master
Ash'
A
1
:
vocal
solo,
Miss
Marlon
Cal42 47
reading. “Courting I’nder
Diffi
Mrs. diaries Beverage is In Vinal proceedings. Tho main objects of the to Isleshoro where he is getting his
want them
0 B LIBBY, Warren. Me
culties,'1 Miss Littlefield: song, Mrs. lev Xutt: reading. Mrs. Eliza Jones; /terwoqd; trapeze work. ft. A. Club; haven caring for her mother who eomniissiun arc to acquire (Unde railway in shape for the summer. you
FOR SALE- April and May pigs pure bred
Tel 173 ft.
27*44
0
I.
C.
Sire
from
the
L
B
Silver
Co..
Ohio.
Leona Starrelt. Miss Delano. Miss violin selections. Adj. F. S. Philhrick I reading. Mrs. Cora Peterson; five i 111.
veloped and wasled lands, and mo Henry Bickford of Camden is to he
S. C. R. I RED HATCHING EGGS. Pa H M LIBBY. Warren. Me. Tel 178-41.
Littlefield: Impersonation of Onopi, of Rockland. Mr. philhrick is a Civil Pyramids (chairs) ft. A. Club: solo
squito
breeding
localities
and
de

in
the
employ
of
(
’
apt.
Norton
this
Misses l.eah and Edna Waterman
42*43
rent stock certified and tested for White
Beta Alpha girls; "Selfdenial Solle- War veteran and member of Edwin 1 lance. Mrs. Hazel Dyer; gymnastic
Diarrhoea, $6 per hundred.
11. (’. BUBER.
pent a day recently with Mi.-s-s velop them into attractive parks and' slimmer.
FOR SALE—75 acre farm in North Warren,
Libby Post. Rockland.
He Is an old stunts, S. A. Club: duet. W. C. Wlnslogue," .Miss Frances Shaw.
Warren.
Me.
Td.
176-31.
28\43
cool,
shady
auiusenient
places.
The;
g<»(wl blueberry land, well wooded
J. F.
Marjorie and Elinor Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. John Peers drove in
Tlie diaries A. Morse .X Son Co. tinie tiddler, and has frequent in-| hiw and H. L. Coombs; tight wire
( ALDERWOOD. Union. Me.
42*47
great work may lie estimated hy re-j .
, ...
,g„,.
,
■
.
tins week Hom I lorida where Kiev '"baby CHICKS S V It I. Beds from
The Xorth Haven High School s i- viewing the
launched from their shop Saturday vlt.itions to play, and responds gen- walking. Mr. Swanson;
wrestling,
traiisfigiir.ilinn ol tlie i
heavy laying strain State tested and free
FOR
SALE
—
New
4
-room
hpnga.low
on
.
,
,
,
spenl
tlie
winter.
denta
have
arranged
witli
the
Cm:
s
forenoon a sturdy craft named tlie croiislv and pleasingly. All the num-| Dancing followed, with music by
from white diarrhoea.
Price $18 per 100 Knott St , electric lights and flush closet;
trtet of land now known as the I
Publishing
Co.
to
sell
the
I.ad.-s
’
George W. Rhlgewell, a native of for *M.AV M. M KINNEY. St. George Road. also 5-room tenement to rent electric lights
•’Sachem,’’ which will be used for hers on llie prog.iun were finely itn- j l-ane’s Orclipstra.
Cedar Brook Park, in Plainfield, X.
Box, 49, Thomaston, Me.
36*43 and flush closet. L. W. BENNER, Real Es-Vl'ctic service. A full description of dered and the occasion was. one nt
Among the names on the Dean’s Home Journal, the Country Gemle- .1.4 This, iu its original state, was Xe» Brunswick, hut a resident of
(40Agent.
42-45
the craft may lie read in Saturday’s (lie most enjoyable the Corps has list for the last half of the ‘spring tnan and the Saturday Evening IMst. 78 acres of stump and weed covered Camden for several years, died sud
FOR SALE—I panel body that we have
Courier-Gazette. Tlie boat made a ever held. Interesting remarks were 1 semester at the I'niverslty of Maine The students are divided into three swjamp land, including the city dump. denly Saturday morning. Mr. Itidge- Summer Cottages and Board taken
from a Reo truck—kind that Deep Sea
fine appearance in tlie water. Added made by Comrade Lane. Adjutant . is that of Louie H. Smith, who Is a groups, calling themselves the Rock It ' is now transformed into green well had been in poor health for sev
,f you have a cottage to let or desire sum Fisheries are using. CONSOLIDATED BAK
41 -4*4
and
had
recently
liought
mer hoarders advertise the fact in this pa ING CO.
interest to home folks is found in tlie Philhrick. and Rev. .1. L. Wilson. In junior In the College of Technology ets, Comets and Meteors. The High turf with curving drives and paths eral months
...
. , , .
.
L.ncdlnville thinking out per where thousands will read of it
fact tliat I.eon Leighton, proprietor closing all joined in singing America. , Mrs. Lyford Coombs returned Mon- FChool receives a certain percent of and surrounded bv border planting. a l’>"“
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
TO LET—Fof :hc .summer furjiishcd apa
and estates; up-to-date property, in the
door vVork might benefit his health,
of the Knox Hotel, will go as steward. Mrs. Florence Knight, pianist, ac- day from an extended visit with her all money received for subscriptions. Other parks of note under develop
lie.was about 43 years old. funeral ment of 6 rooms and hath, electric liglits. gas garden spot of Maine -Penobscot Bav. Writ*
At the end of the contest a party,
The launching party numbering 15 companied Adjutant Philhrick in his ( sons in Xtiv York.
and cooking range. Very centrally located us what you want ORRIN J DICKEY. Bel
ment hy the commission are: The
persons were guests at tlie Knox violin selections. Tlie entertainment
Lewis Burgess has returned home A Triji to the Moon" is given the Echo Luke Park in the municipali services were held at tile chapel at Address ^8 OAK ST. or call 43-1.
11-46 fast. Maine.
22-tf
Hotel. C. A. Morse & Son are cer was followed by a camp fire, which from. Knox Hospital where he has winning team by the two losing ties of Westfield and Mountainside: 2.30 Tuesd.iy.
FOR SALE—Fur rushed cottage with garage
FAR SALE—Power boat Gertrude L., 33 tt.
John Bobbins died Sunday after a at Crescent Beach.
teams. Watch for the red. green und Warinnneo Park in Elizabeth: John
tainly making good in boat building. was an enjoyable feature of the eve- been receiving trealinenl.
V1WPER A IMCACH. Ion® 8 ft. S In. beam. 4 ft. draft, hunting
I I
33-tf cabin, launched ih-e. I, 1921.
Built by Rob
Miss lamise Mossman is visiting ning. Refreshments were in charge
Victor Shields has heen at Matini- iprange badges, and lei's ail iietp .the Russell Wheeler P. rk in Linden: and wet ks illness of pneumonia, at tlie 366 .Main Street
TO LET—Finnish ed simmer cottage at ert M- Lain. Thomaston. 16-12 4 cyl. Buffalo
,
, ,
, ,
luime of ilis Iniiiber, Capt. Wilbert
High Scjiool in earn a little extra , ,
her sister in Tenant's Harbor.
of Mrs. Xellie Alexander and Mrs. ' cus for tlie past week.
ISO!) acres of wild park land known, I,„b,)in>.
u,,s 7S yMls „ld an(, Owl's Head. 6 rooms, four bed rooms, Eng Complete with hauling gear.
Price
After tiie regular meeting of Henry Inez Grant and were followed by a ( Mrs. Harold Johnson and daughter money.
H E. AMES. Matiniciis. Me.
as “I he Reservation.
I he total .
sul.vive(, |)V s(.vt.r.ll ,.;llllllwl.
screened veranda, large breakfast and living $1,666
Knox Chapter Royal Arc'll Masons social hour.
The
Northeast
Sunday
school
4« tf
Avis urrived Saturday from Sanford
Electric lights, electric stove ; also
number of acres now under construc
Charles T. Swan has arrived home rooms.
last Friday evening, tlie members
coal and wood stove.
Good water, two car
FOR SALE—Complete equipment for mak
anil are guests of Mr. and Mrs. VV bought IMster lilies for Mrs. F. J. tion hy the commission are 3100. The
ifter
spehding
the
winter
in
Florida.
garage,
near
postofflee
and
store,
fine
salt
filed into tlie banquet hall where a
ing potato chips, consisting of parer, sllcer,
Waterman and Mrs. Fima M'hitmore. total approximnie disbursements up
Y. Fossett.
WARREN
Lobster and fish easily ob fryer and tanks, also a large lot o’ boxes
The Knickerbocker Players of Water bathing
most enjoyable lunch was spread,
Owen Grant cut his foot quite »•»<#Mrs. Ethelyn Trefrey has returned
tainable; about four tulles from Rockland for packing. This equipment Ls absolutely
to
the
1,
resent
lime
are
$1.741.373.00.
RockIan(1assisted
by
members
of
after which Jewels were presented to
NELSON R COBB Rockland. Maine
22-tf complete, and will be sold at the right price.
from Boston where she spent the IT while chopping wood.
Another of those appetizing sup
all of the surviving Past Higii Priests
Francis Mills has returned front _____________________________________ tlie Cellar Players of Camden will
CONSOLIDATED BAKING CO.
34.45
winter months.
put
mi
"Tlie
First
Year."
at
tlie
Cam

pers
will
its
served
Thursday
nt
tlie
of this chapter. The following mem
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (bwan a
Dr. F. F. Brown, who arrived Sat (•nland Spring.
den
Opera
House
l'riday
evening.
Miscellaneous
Baptist
church
by
the
Lndies'
Circle
bers are. entitled to wear the jewels,
Island, 6 rooms. o<k finish, well built; sightly
Bert Grant and family ire sick
urday from Rockland, will return
April 16. at 8 o’clock, for the benefit
location close by shore.
Garage and out*
after serving in the highest office of and will lie followed by a social from Monday. His family will accompany with severe colds.
LET
ME
CLEAN
your
paint,
garages,
car

buildings, water In house.
Acre and half
of
tiie
Camden
District
Nursing
As

until 9.
< liapter for one year or more, and
'Raymond
Stone
lias
houghi
a
Ford
of land.
Fine place for summer home.
At
windows or offices AKTHl'R W. Sl’L
sociation. The High School Orches pets,
Mr. and Mrs. Ixdakd Peabody have 1 him. Dr. Brown is now located in coupe.
chronologically are as follows: Levi
&
bargain.
Addreas
DR
1.
B. GAOK. At
LIVAN.
Tel
833-4.
44*46
Rockland, having practiced In Vlnal
tra Ifd hy Miss Ruth Thomas will
lantic, Me
57*lf
Senvey. W.
Lenfest, W. B. Mat returned from Boston where they
Mis.
Harold
Young,
who
has
been
haven for several years. Vinalhaven
JENNIE HARVEY'S MATERNITY HOME
furnish music. Home made candies
thews, II. W. Whiieliill and F. A. were guests nf Dr. anil Mrs. F. T.
FOR SALE—Roofing paper.
C K GOULDloses a fine doctor and one of the best Tick with pneumonia, is now con
will lie on sale. Tickets are 50 cents a< 217 Maverick St., will open April 1341-16 ING. 54 Pacific Street.
made in a most aide manner, by Past Bangs lor several days.
46-45
valescing.
Wc
want
Nine
Carpenters
At
families.
Their
many
friends
wish
and
will
lie
checked
at
the
Opera
Mr. and ,\irs. Maynard Creamer
Beverage.
Tiie presentation was
Floyd Duncan has started building
Once
them
success,
hut
their
loss
as
citl
PAYSON
MANUFACTURING
CO.,
manu

House box office Tuesday afternoon at
Grand High Priest. .1. A. Ridian, of are tlie owners of a new Dodge coach
his weir.
facturers of doors, windows and frames, in
To Let
Apply at the Plant
5.31).
liought through Mr. Erickson of zens will be keenly felt.
Rockland.
terior and exterior hoiwe finish, screens.
- Foy Brown’s live decoys have
F.
M.
White
and
L.
C.
Smith
have
Ada l’ayson is a patient at tlie South Hope, Maine. Td. 11-7, Fnion. 44-60
Just as tills paper went to press Dyers Garage. Rockland
New England Portland
TO LET—3 room tenement. $18 a month,
“Growth.” Is the topic for the Wed- I heen in New York lh«
week in moved to the Cubbyhole. They came
44 60
Knox Hospital.
word wins received tliat Miss Ida
it 42 Fu ton St. City. MRS. CHARLES Mcinterest of the L. C. Smith & Co. y’ery nearly losing tlieir lives the
Oscar II. Emery is a candidate for
NOW ON SALE—third floor—misses’ AULIFFE.
Cement
&
Lime
Co.
Elliot died at tlie home of lier broth nestlav evening meeting at the Bap- !
___________
44*46
^rsCreed and sister. Mrs other day as a man, going by. thought
Representative from Camden. Hope and ladies’ coats, also children’s coats. Priced
er, Dr. Henry Elliot, in Salem. Mass., tist church.
the
Cuhhyhole
was
full
of
wild
ducks,
$3
to
$10.
We
invite
your
inspection.
Take
TO
LET
—
Furnished
rooms
for
ligin
house

NEW
COUNTY
ROAD
The W. I J. S. seniors netted about '
assie, are in Boston, called
and Appleton class.
tills morning at 5 o'clock.
the elevator, fuikr-cohb-davis.
42-tf keeping.
Bath, electrics, hot water heat.
their mother, Mrs but before he eotild secure a gun he
Apply at 12 ELM |ST
44.,f
A meeting of the executive hoard $31 from the play and dance given , hy the
discovered that they were private
BARKER'S POEMS—A copy in excellent
'
"
of the Thomaston Garden Club was Friday evening,
ondi ’Ion for sale.
Also a copy of "Begin
TO LET—Furnished apartment. 3 rooms
Smelts are not running as plentl- ' Thursday evening at the G. A. R prnpe rty.
nings of Colonial Maine.”
II. T PATTEN, Rent reasonable Adults preferred. E. E.
held at the home of Mrs. Levi Seavey
J. II. Crockett is working on Mr.
Skowhegan
41*if
fuliv
as
tlie
fishermen
would
like
to
:
rooms
a
very
-pleasant
surprise
was
STROUT,
45 Crescent St. Tel. 436-3
Saturday. It was voted to begin the
i given Mr. and Mrs. Leo Wl Lane in Crocker's tennis court.
PAPER HANGING AND INSIDE PAINTING ~_____________
44*46
regular meetings on April 29. which see them.
Mrs.
Blundell
and
Vina
’
.
Dyer
have
—For such work phone 349-M or call at 16
A. T. Xortyood's gasolene pump has ! the form of a shower patty. They
conics in Xational Garden Week.
TO LET—Apartmerrt. new, with all modern
relumed
to
Xorth
Haven
for
iheir
Pleasant
Si..
Rockland.
C.
C.
JOHNSTON
A notice was received from tiie he.ai pm into working trim once i were attending the regular meeting summer's work at tire Inn.
41*46 conveniences. Apply at PEOPLES LAUNDRV, 17 Limerock St
4l-tf
of American Legion and Ladles’ Aux
Camden Gariien Club tliat on April 20. ...... .. by the Socony men.
BRASS
FOUNDRY
AND
MACHINE
SHOP
Herman Crockett is Slaving re
The C. M. P. bus resumed its for Wary when a knock was heard. On
afternoon and evening, there would
—We do machine work of all kinds and make
TO LET—3 large rooms, electric light.s,
pairs
made
on
tlie
Inn.
brass castings.
Repair work done and hot water heat, use or barb, rent reasonable
lie shown the famous three-fold mer schedule Saturday afternoon and. iipening the door a small wagon Wa
jtlisses Leah and Edna Waterman
44*46-if
lionsehold brasses polished $1.30; lacquered 136 MIDDLE ST, ,
Holland picture. “In 'Fillip Land," willi no further weather difficulties pushed in, decorated with an arch sppnt Friday afte: noon with Misses
30 cents extra. CARLETON ('OFPLLNG CO .
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
Wooden Shoes." and “Let's Go arising, expects to continue the serv- I holding a. wedding bell under which Keorgia atid Adella, Spear.
Manufacturers of Eire Nozzles. Camden. Me.
43*45
Shops In Rockport.
39*4.4 housekeeping: 16 WILLOW STREET.
Flshin'." other flower lovers and ice regularly. Warren people have: stood kewjiie dolls dressed os bride
The Seolpr play “The Duici, De
PALMER MARINE ENGINES.
Send for
bulb growers will wisli to take certainly been shut In much longer I ?nd groom and loaded with gifts from tective" will he played iu FilderTO LET—Furnished apartment, La Rosa,
catalogue sliowing the new ZR line.
18 GroufSt. ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-CobbCookie Cutters for YOU!
advantage of this unusual oppor than they enjoy now and tlie matter members of both orders. Tiie newly Woods hall on April Ki.
h. p. $478, 30 h p $700 40 h p |»3o Davi.s.
4.3-45
should lie taken up at an early date, i weds. Mr. and Mrs, Lane, were
tunity.
Misses Georgia and Adelin Spear
Other sizes 2 to 80 h p
PALMER BROS
as a community problem, in readiness I marched to the head of thg hall
TO
LET
—
3
room
apartment,
kitehentte
and
The week of May second, being
How the children will love the cookies you’ll
39 Portland Pier, Portland, Maine
26-tf
handle tiie situation next winter. - showered with confetti and told to have sjurted housekeeping- in thedr
hath
CALL 288
41.43
Xational
Music Week.
will he to .Vine
make with them! And they’re easy to get...
PAINTING—DECORATING — Whitening
friends of Mrs. Sidney Wyllle I remove the wrappers from the gifts, supnner cottgge.
ceilings.
Outside painting a specialty; also
observed by the Thomaston High
TO LET—Furnished tenement at 47 North
the set of four will cost you nothing but the
.1 Miss Clara Waterman has been
wall papers for sale.
A. E. MORTON, 47 Main street. Electric lights, gas, bath, hot
School in the giving of a recital by gave her a surprise party late Satur- ! reading tlie rhymes, which accoffi visiting friends al the Xorth shore
packing
andmailing
cost
—
15c.
We
’
ll
gladly
send
Janies Sr
Tel. 941-W
20-tf water. Rent reasonable. F. L SHAW, 47
day afternoon, bringing with them j panied them. A social hour followed
the newly formed Glee Club under
for the past week.
a Davis Cook Book, free, with the cutters, too.
42-tf
FURNITURE REPAIRING. A.so painting North Main street. Tel 422-12.
the direction of Miss Ruggles, and a delicious picnic supper. The eve- j and refreshments of Ice cream ant
Kcliools began Monday after two
J I! MELVIN, 21 Gay St., Rockland Tel
ning was devoted to playing liridge. . cake served.
TO
LET
—
First
floor,
modern
apartment,
This
gift
is
to
introduce
to
you
some
of
the
the orchestra under its regular
624-M
10-tl
II. K. Thomas spent tlie weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt I.enfest hay week's vacation.
six large rooms, furnished or unfurnished.
many treats which can be made with Davis
leader. Mr. Kirkpatrick. This recital
Mrs. Parkpr Stone entertained tiie
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. WHITEN- 91 NORTH MAIN STREET, Rockland, ><*in Gardiner witli friends.
, been in Thomaston the past week
Baking Powder. Davis makes baking lighter,
will be held iii the new assembly
ING CEILINGS, Clean and Polishing Hard _________________ _______________
Sisterhood
Sewitig
fircle
at
her
home
A public dinner will lie given at j called hy the death of their son-in
wood Floors
Outside work a specially
hall, tlie date to lie announced the Grange hall Thursday noon for J lajv, Arthur 11. Pillsbury. Mr. Leh Thursday aftern'oem.
finer in texture and more easily digestible. And
A delicious
TO LET—One five room apartment with
SIMEON M DUNCAN, 602 Main street. R.i
later, and will he a very interesting
—most important —it is more economical be
H. B BARIiiHch wx- served.
kin Block. Rockland. Me.
8*tf nath. electric lights, hot water
the benefit of the school baseball; fest returned home Friday,
and significant musical event.
TftR.
227 Main Street.
Tel. 25.
26-If
cause
it
costs
you
less
and
you
use
no
more
A .fiddlers contest and hall was
LADIES -Reliable stock of hair goods ai
team.
Air. and Mrs. Fred Jones of Belfast
than of any other high grade baking powder.
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall
TO LET—Two tenements on Laurel St. In
Mr. and Mrs. John Peers nf Fam- are guests of Mr. Jones' sister-in-law gived hy the Knights of PvthiFri
orders solicited HELEN C. RHOADES
-1 tf quire at 201 MAIN ST
)<* »f
day evening.
den. Mrs. Ida M. Patterson and Mrs. Mrs. Frank Jones.
Emma (Counce) Patterson
HOW TO BUY A USED CAR RIGHTTlie Olahlwljeno Club met with
Bake it BEST with
Helen 1’. Knowlton of Rockland were , Miss Meta Ingerson, who iiqs liefn
TO LET—5 room house, electric light.s.
Gel
this
valuable
booklet
free
It
telle
Emma Estelle (Connect Patterson, dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. S..spending lier vacation with her par- Mrs. Foy Drown Thursday evening.
why It cos-ts no more to get a good used car bath, garage, a large garden spot. ROBERT
9 tf
ifisses Emma J'arsons. Clara Leythan a poor one—If you know how.
It COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel 77.
tlie eldest daughter of Hie late Fiilmi ii Sunday.
ents, Mr. and Mrs,- Sidney Higerson.
tells how to locate the real bargains.
Ii
onborg and Hazel Dickey returned
B. Webb and Mary (Ward) Cornice,
Tlie ladies of the Baptist Circle , j,as returned to PearlftH'e'r, X. J’„
TO LET—Furnished room at 14 .MASONIC
saves you many dollars but coats you nothing
4.lf
to Goitlani Xormal School ........ lay.
was horn in Thomaston. Maine. Octo will serve a public supper at the , ta resume teaching,
Send us your address, and your copy of thh ST
It may be of interest to the read
money-saving booklet will be mailed to you
Mrs. Alton Roberts has returned
ber 2, I860. She was educated in Hie church parlors Thursday at ii o’clock.
TO LET—Tenement. Inquire of MRS W.
premptly.
ATLANTIC HIGHWAY SERVICE 8 KKNNISTON. l’U South Main St.
Tel.
Because of tie illness of Mrs. Inez j to Marquette, Mich., Misses Mary ers of The Cnqi’ier-Gazettg to know
Thomaston schools, graduating from
Old Cicrus Grounds. Rockland
1 tf 278 R.
HJ.tf
tlie High School witli honor in tlie Cameron, the Farm Bureau meeting , Roberts and Sally Anu Rogers to Ten tligt several Xorth Haven men are
MASON WORK—Cellar walls built and re
Class of 1880. Her death, on Sunday, on ••Flowers.” which was to be held Xere. Wellesley, and John and Mor nt present in the employment of the
paired; also cement blocks for sale
G. K
SKINNER. J4 Hall St . Rockland. Me.
1 if
Used Cars
April IL brings orrow to a large al her home, will be held ai the ace Roberts to Exeter School, jjdvirts Fnion County Park Connnlsskni in
New
Jersey,
and
thus
have
a
part
Eastern Star rooms next Wednesday Spent the Easter vacation at( Eastcircle of friends.
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired
FOR
SALE
—A
1923 v2 ton Forti truck, in
Painting
and
paper
hanging,
ceilings
whlteneC
George Yeaton. State holm.
Davis Baking Powder Co.
in the extensive development of park
Mrs. Patterson descended from afternoon.
W. A RIPLEY, Rockville.
T«|. 538-3.
L C. FIELDS, 19 McLOUD ST good c^dltion
■
— y
Dept. b22 Hoboken, N. J.
, Miss Mildred Final returned Friday land. Among these are Jetson Dyer,
distinguished Revolutionary ancestry, lloi ticultiU'ist. will he present.
Tel
Rockland
352-5
43-tf
1-ft
superintendent of the commission
her great-grandfather having served
Gentlemen: Please se.-.d fne the Cookie
■I from Rockland.
FISHERMEN
AND
BOAT-OWNEKS-^d
1921
JEWETT
COUPE,
excellent
eondklon
Cutters
and
the
Cook
Book.
1
enclose
15c
and vice president of the State shade
on Gen. Washington's staff, she was
for prices on the FORD MOTOR with BAR throughout; leather upbokstery, lias had only
in stamps to cover postage and mailing.
free Commission; Ralph Carver,
FORD attachment fur all Boats.
Compare one owner
the embodiment of charity in its to tlie end, bearing with great forti- |
Phone 1660 for ilciimnsiration.
the FORD MOTOR and parts prices to the JONES MOTOR COMPANY. Bicknell Block.
head pluntxmah and general shrub
best sense and many a person in her tuile a lung and painful illness, j
Name................................. ........................................
motor
you
are
now
using.
KNOX
fOU^v
Rockland.
bery’ foreman: William Dyer, fore
native town, and every town where Truly Thomaston has lust one ot'1
MOTOR SALES ('OMPA.NY. Authorized Ford
H. M. de ROCHBMQNT man
r Address.........................................................................
She Is
SEVERAL GOOD USEO CARS at bargain
over carpentry and bridge eonDe:«’#>rs. Rockland. Maine
l.»f
she has ever lived, will bless her her most loyal citizens.
prices—We need the room.
Among them.
1
^saruetion; Raymond Crockett, assistmemory, though she never let lier .survived by her son, Webb C. Patter- !
THE SKOWHEGAN INOEPENDENT-RF. 1924 Fonl Touring Bulck five-passenger Se
rORTER is for sale at J F. CARVER’S, dan. Moon Sedan. Anpeison Sedan, Nash
ant to Mr. Carver in the shade tree
left hand know what lier rlglA did. sun. and her sister, Mrs. C'arolilK j PLUMBING,
Itnckl.'nd
Only one set of these cookie cutters to a
.line; and W. Paton L'yer, time
Sedan and a tew open models. Sat them ami
Possessed of lc • u intellect and a M ails. Private funeral services are |
family. Tlu.s offer expires April 1, 1926.
TRUCKING. MOVING AND LKRAND8 he ' onrlnecd of their value. JONES MOTOR
TfU gM
keeper and general office porker The J
remarkable mem oy. she kepi her to he held this aftenoon. Rev. J. W I
done promptly.
Go anywhere
C. <T HAR- COMPANY Bicknell Block, Rockland. Phone
_______________________________________
.work of the Union County Park Com
interest in local and national affairs Struut officiating.
IU DI60.
34»tf
ADEN. Tel
M or 629 J

S

i
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(n Everybody's Column

A Quality Seal

on Every Wheel

Built to Fit the Baby

Y!
A

Seal

Wheel

Stonington Furniture Co.

CARPENTERS
WANTED

DAVIS

( BAKING POWDER

iM rUEXSANt Sffipit
HEATING

W

Y.\

The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church will meet In the
vvestry Wednesday afternoon for a
lacking. Take box lunch and plait
to stay for the evening service.
Mrs. L. E. Foss, who has been
spending the winter months with, her
daughter. Mrs. Charles Hewett. In
Marblehead, Mass., arrived home
Saturday accompanied by Miss Ethel
Payson, who makes her home with
her. Mrs. Foss will again resume
her duties as manager for Maine for
the Barclay Corset Co.

Edward Elwell of Portland spent
the weekend with his sister, Mrs.
. Harold Racklifl'e.
Thomas C. Kelly of Westbrook has
been visiting his daughter, Mrs.
Alfred II. Pugh of Summer street.

Clifford Carroll gave a birthday
party at his home on Waldo avenue
to celebrate his 11 111 birthday. Ilis
guests were Helen Pettee, Vivian
t haples, Arline Gray, Evelyn iSherer.
Myra Simmons. Maur+ee Shepherd,
I red Clough and Charles Candage.
l.velyn Slierer. Arline Gray and Matti ce Shepherd won the prizes for
pinning the donkey's tail, while the
1 iz.es in the peanut hunt were won
bv Vivian Chaplcs and Maurice
Shepherd. Mrs. Lizzie Wardwell had
charge of the games. The young host
received money and other presents
on the anniversary.

Limerock Valiev Pomona met with
the patrons of Penobscot View
Grange. Friday, for the monthly
meeting. -About 50 members were
present to enjoy the program and the
supper. The speaker for the day \Vfis
Miss Nan Mahoney, home demonstra
tion agent, and she took for her sub
ject, “Food in Relation to Health.”
Ie? address was much enjoyed by
both men a ml women. The afternoon
program consisted of the following
numbers — Address
of
welcome,
Charles Gregory: response, J. JI.
Gould:
readings, -Sisters Buker,
Sprague, Watts and Brothers Buker,
Pendleton and Nash: vocal solos,
•Carroll Boardman. The violin “jigs”
»y Brother Pbllbrick were much en
joyed. There was also a question
for discussion which brought forth
many expressions of opinion.
The printed programs are now
ready for distribution and the subor
dinate Granges will receive their
copies soon.
Limerock Valley Pomona is invited
to meet with Knox Pomona at War
ren, May 1. for a day meeting. Mem
bers attending will please be pre
pared to assist on the program. The
next meeting will be with Wcssaweskeag Grange, South Thomaston, Sat
ti, day, May 8.

Infants’ Department

parture*
1 pee,ally
penings.
hr mall

Hi', and Mrs. E. E. Berry of drove
turret are to attend the State Feder
ation of Music Chiba In Lewiston
Wednesday and Thursday.

OUR GRANGE CORNER

fuller-cobb-davis

SOCIETY
to personal noies reeordhtz de
mid arrivals, thia department esdesires information of sarial hap
parties, niuslpals, ete.
Votes sent
nr telephone will be glady reeelred.
TtLEPHOME ............................................. 770
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Tvery-Other-Day

Each week, in a apace about this

1882

size, we will tell you of some

1926

special articles we have in this
attractive department.
This week—we have just received

new

something

E. B. HASTINGS &

to

us—Mother

Goose Cuddle Toys, made from
colored

felts,

featuring

Character Dolls and

Toy Ani

bright
mals.

COMPANY

These toys are artistic, durable
and harmless.

Prices—

50c, 85c, $1.00, $1.50
♦ * » *

Our 44th Anniversary Sale

Special

Philippine

Hand

Made

Baby Dress. 6 months, 1 and 2
years sizes—

BEGINNING

WEDNESDAY

$2.75

MORNING,

fuller-cobb-davis

APRIL'14, AND CONTINUING ALL

THE WEEK

“ON MY SET”
_

*
4

Those who burned midnight ’
oil Saturday night were re- warded hy an almost unending I
variety of entertainment, good ’
volume and comparatively lit- ’
tie interference. There did not appear to be much doing to 1
the nor'urd, but the -Chicago ‘
stations were out in force, and
down in Cuba shortly before midnight 1 heard, on 6 KW an orchestra playing "Smile a 1
Little Bit." WLS of Chicago
Mrs. Pearson Warner of Cambridge.
was holding anniversary exer
Mass.. Is the guest for a few days
cises. Over WEAF came the
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis,
sound of a melodious quartet
Broadway.
medley which included such
popular oldtime selections ns
Mrs. Harold Linnell returned from
“Good Old Summer Time,"
Vlnalhaven Monday after a weekend
“Tile Sidewalks of New York,"
visit witli her parents, Air. and yra.
“A Bicycle Built For Two" and
Charles Wadsworth.
"Sweet Rosy O’Grady." Anothei station went a step
At St. Peter's Episcopal Church
farther when somebody sang
next Sunday morning there will he a
"Oil. Dent Golden Slippers."
short and simple service for the pur
Verily the hack
numbers 1
pose of dedicating the window in
are in the saddle.—It was
memory of tlie late .Mrs. Ellen Geddes
a Western announcer who
Fiske. Miss Louise Geddes Fislte
said: "Someone lias called for
will come from Boston for the cere
‘Horses.' That stable has been
mony and will lie accompanied liy
Miss Melda MacDonald of Salem.
Igcked up for the night.” Anil
They will he guests at .Mrs. Caro F.
he was loubtless right for it
Jones’, Talbot avenue.
was then 12.30 Central time.—
WTAG of Worcester announced
with pardonable pride that
The Daughters of the Civil War
Holy Cross had defeated Wil
Veterans will hold an auction party
liams and Mary at baseball.
nt G. A. R. hall Wednesday evening.
13 to 4.—WGY gave a pleasing
rendering of
"The Merry
“Who Is urging the United States
Widow Waltz. "—I heard WM'BF
to disarm? Who will profit most If
of Miami lleaeh signing off,
the I'nited States falls for this
and was glad lo hear even that
incessant "peace" propaganda? Are
much, for the Florida station
you a pacifist, find if so, why? Is
has not figured on my log
tills nation disarming?
Are we
much of late.—What has lieadequately prepared lo defend our
come of the Canadian stations?
principles and our citizens in caRC
f did not log many stations
of r.tt.iel'" Vc we prepared to go to
Sunday night, but was only
the defense of v c her nations, as we
too willing to “stick around"
did do when linlcring the World War?
on
WBJ5.
W.IZ.
WXAC.
Can we ignore war? This general
WEAR and WT-G. nil of which
tonic • Peg o or War." Is to he dis
were giving good entertain
cussed Friday at I lie X 'upper Kettle
ment.
Selections from the
Porch liy the Educational Club.
opera ‘‘Martha" were among
Members are Invited to contribute
the features, and there was
brief papers and comments.
some extra good speaking.
Acting ttiion the suggestion
Mrs. A. J. Bird left today for n KNOX NURSES DINE AND DANCE
Clarence Johnson has returned
of Miss Mildred Stetson of
visit with her daughter Mrs. Clark
from Portland where lie has been
Warren I tuned in upon W.17.
The first graduation’dinner-dance |
serving the past week on the grand I -Frost in Lisbon. X. If.
last night when it came time
•of 1926 was given at the Copper Ket
Jury.
I
for the Rending Railroad Revel
Maynard Brennan of the Deep Sea tle last night when Misses Eva Wigers, and I in-st say that It was
Fisheries staff Is confined to the gin. 1'inh Coltarl and Myra Joyce
one of the most pleasing enter
Mrs. W. E. Morgan leaves Wednes house by illness.
e n left a inert the four graduating
tainments that I have heard on
day for Lewiston where she will be
-----t nurses of Knox Hospital—Misses
By NELLIE MAXWELL
the radio thus far. An espe
one of the soloists at the concert , Mrs. Alan 1* Bird lias gone- to, Beatrice Wilson. Jeanette Merrill.
cially clever song hit was "It
given that evening in connection New York for a fortnight's visit witii I Alice Libby and Hazel Sprague. All
Don’t Do Nothing But Rain."
with the Slate Federation of Music Mr. and Mrs. Wllllnm T. White, (the Knox nurses were present, each
while "Casey Jones" came in
Clubs, to he held on the Hth and 15th. Mr. Bird joins her there at tha^glnse with a guest and for the hour dull
Good Thinga to Cat
' for a parody. The quartet Is a
Mrs. Morgan during her stay will of Suprome Court.
care was completely banished.
.
HERE is no more delicate or
very tuneful one. and the whole
lie the guest of Mr. and Mrs. James
The dinner was one of those which
appetizing
meat
dish
titan
program had heen selected witli
JI. Record. 494 Main street, former
Ex-service, men and their wj.vcs make Hie Copper Kettle famous ami
tongues, well cooked and seasoned. a view to popular taste. Every
lesldents of Rockland.
were guests at American Legion hall was served in iMrs. Lawry's best
Best Tongue «n Cawerelet—Take
.Monday night at it o’clock the
Following came brief post a tongue which has been slightly
last night of tlie Auxiliary lo style.
Beading "special" makes Its
Class 3. of the Methodist church, Winslow-Holbrook Post.
Marsh's prandial exercises with Miss Myra corned, rerao^ all the rough por
trip. Take Miss Stetson’s ad
will meet Thursday evening at the Orchestra furnished music, refresh Joyce presiding over the May basket tions, rub with flour to which has
vice, and don't miss it.— Recep
home of Mrs. Vincie Clark, at 386 ments were served, and it was one of in her usual very quiet and serious been added a dash of allspice and
tion last night was the loudest
Broadway.
those all-around good times that maimer. The huge basket proved a a pinch of ginger. Fry a few ellcee
and clearest for a long time.—
.fit so well Into the unusual activities veritable jnyfest for it contained a of salt pork, then add a sliced
Among the news Items dissemi
The It. P. W. Club is to hold an un of the American Legion this season. joke gift for each nurse, some of onion and the tongde. Tie the
nated by W.IZ nt ia.3fl was one
usually large and fine auction party Mrs. Alma Stinson and Mrs. Alice which were very much to the point. tongue into shape and flour lightly
saying (hat Cuhn is facing eco
at Its rooms Friday evening. Mrs. • Philhrook were in charge.
Following the more serious words of on ell aides. Prepare a «upful of
nomic disaster, on account of
Emily Stevens Is chairman of ar___
r
ts
congratulation the remainder ol' tlie gravy made from the broth of the
tlie sugar situation and another
rnngemeijts.'and will he assisted hy
Elmer S. Bird and Adilel F. Bird evening was devoted to dancing, ex trimmings, add the Juice of a lemon,
that Commander Byrd's Arctic
Miss Gene McKenzie. Mrs. BCrniee are in Boston for a few days busi cellent music being furnished by the tljree tableppoon(uls of shredded al
expedition is nearing the Nor
uonds,
apil
half
a
cupful
of
seeded
Havener. Mrs. Grace Daniels and Mrs. ness trip.
Walsh Orchestra.
The efficient
way coast. — Distant stations
Pnt tlie tongue into a
t 'ive Sylvester. Refreshments will
ehaperonps were Miss Eva Wiggin raisins.
-■
.
last night included WTAM,
round
casserole,
pdur
over
the
be served.
Thursday evening of this week is and Stephen Kcssell. Some of the
WIAV and WMBF. I had Cuba
gravy
and
bake
halt
in
hour
In
a
t1y> time set for the dance at the later graduation affairs may exceed
again, but too faintly to distin
Miss Belly Benson gave a dinner tenantry Club, the first occasion of this in numbers lint cannot surpass moderate oven. Untie the tongue,
guish Hie announcer's words.—
in honor of Miss Elisoiheth Annis’ tne sort for so long a time that the its line spirit or its royal good time. serve on a hot platter with the 1 again last night, mid could tie
gravy poured around It.
birthday Saturday evening, at her club members will tie eager to enter
Gov. Brewster was "on the air”
Raisin Sandwiches.—Put through
home on Summer street. Those pres into the enjoyment of it. Dean's Or
Miss Marion Richardson has late
heard with marvelous distinct
ent were Brenda Blacknll, Marion chestra is tn furnish the music and ly returned from a visit in Lynn' the meat chopper alternktely a few
ness.
Clark. Elizabeth Annis, William Vtnal, dancing will begin at 8 o'clock. The where she was tlie guest of Mrs. raisins which have beep steamed
until plump and a few walnut meats
Dana Stone, Erving Condon. Wallace committee is headed by Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Dunn.
until n cupful of each is nsed. Add
Tyler and the hostess.
George B. Wood.
u dash of suit and blend with
Tickets for Hie presentation of "The enough whipped cream to make a
The I’niversallst Mission Circle
Mrs. David Talbot entertained the First Year." in Camden. Friday night, mixture to spread.
WALTER R CHRYSLER'S
meets Wednesday afternoon at 3 Charity Club at luncheon-,m Thurs may lie ohtaned from A. T. Thurston,
Cream Prune Ws.—Put a cupful
o’clock with Mrs. C. A. Knicker day at her home on Talbot avenue.
lip will also attend to the checking of stewed prune! through a sieve,
bocker. Leader. Mrs. Susie Davis;
of tlie scats which starts tonight at adda cupful of-milk, one teaspoon
watchword, "Hope."
Invitations are out for an auction 5.30.
ful of cornstarch, a third of a cup
luncheon at the Copper Kettle
ful of sugar, the yolks of two eggs
The meeting of the W. <?. T. I’, Wednesday to he given hy Mrs.
Fred W. Glover of Charlotte, X. C., well beaten, a pinch of salt; mix
in ihe iKirloi" of ihe Baptist church Samuel A. Burpee. Mrs. Arthur 11. will lie able lo spend tomorrow with well and pour Into a paatry-llned
Friday evening took the l'orni of an iCrockett, Mrs. David Talbot and relatives in this city, the trip being plate. Cover with a meringue and
entertainment for the young people, Miss Kitty Coburn.
an extension of a convention meeting hake all together; If the crust lias
invitations having been issued lo a
in Boston. The wish is expressed been previously baked, cookthg fill
certain number of them in each
Miss Myra Joyce le-avos today for that he bring nlqng a lot of south Ing.first, then add the meringue and
Haitian 2
church in the city. The committee Boston where she will visit relatives
bake.
ern weather.
on entertainment. Miss Alena Young find friends.
Round Steak Birds.—Cut strips of
and Miss Seavey, had a very inter
Tlie farce “Six Kleptomaniacs” round steak, flatten by pounding
• ; i
?
esting program arranged, consisting
The I_adies Aid of the M. E. church will he presented at tlie Congrega until thin. Place on eAch strip a
I • I
’
I
of virions stnfTTS and tableaux. The will meet Wednesday at the vestry,
slice of bacon, a slice of pickle and
tional
vestry.
April
23.
hy
tlie
follow

New York artists were a striking fea picnic supper at 6 o'clock. Come
a slice of onion.
Roll up and tie
Bost’Ofil1 1
ing cast:
Mrs. Reynolds. Catherine
ture. Six ladies In old-fashioned garh q.arly for work on a comforter.
with a string, (lust with sftit and
Derry: Inez White, Caroline Little
represented the Crusaders. Those
sd;;
pepper and brown in q Uttlenot fat.
field:
date
Reynolds.
Florence Simmer until tender, never allowing
women of other days who sacrificed
Margaret
Uobertson
entertained
Snow: Claudia Snell, Corice Thomas; the ment to boll.
so much for their liellef in prohibi
Wilk '
Serve t^ltli the
tion. Games were enjoyed by the 13 of her little friends at her Lake Mrs. Thuddcus Lynch, Haze! Dow gravy poured around the rolls, after
avenue
home
Saturday,
from
2
to
4
ers; Bridget (lc Flanagan, Ruth removing the strings.
young people. Vocal solos rendered
StrMt
Crocus Washington
t(S). 1#8«. Wntrn
paper Union,)
by Mrs. Browne and Mrs. Armstrong In'honor of her 10th birthday. Music, Whittemore;
dancing
and
games
were
enjoyed,
Jones. Kathleen Snow: Madam Jollwere much appreciated and enjoyed.
after
which
the
guests
were
led
by
etle. Eleanor Howard: Jennie, a maid
•Refreshments were served by Miss
i
Constance
to
Hie Marion Richardson: Carrie Brown,
Adi It. Young and Mrs. Annie Bur IWo-ypiir-ohl
i
Motorists
while
waiting for
prettily
decorated
dining
room,
where
defying angel, Marion Cook.—a,lv.
ton.
traffic signals should keep back of
candles, nuts, punch and two lovely
birthday cakes were served, mid eacli
line of march of pedestrians. Thejl
,
A
,
received as favors may-baskets filled
should not require pedestrians to
with goodies. Tile guests were Mar
walk around cars.
AS9SMBLIN0
Mrs. Christine M. Dorman gery Bartle.lt, Alice Gay. Allene » ntOGENES Looked For An
A-A is line of march of pedes
TESTING
Ibivener, Daisy and Helen Gray.
Honest Man. If He Had
trians.
REBUILDING ANO
7s
Been
Wise
Enough
to
AdverHazel
and
Helen
Knight,
Ernestine
Regis. Spencer Corsetiere
REPAIR WORK
Position 1 is correct position of
sfnimonN, Mota Taylor. Margaiet <s tise He Could Have Sat Stilt
EXPERT ADVICE
car. Position 2 is jrccrrect.
154 North Main StTel. 1014-M
lLitchlns, Alberta Smith, Mavis s arid Waited For Honest Men
Too niurlt cannot be written
McMahan. Josephine Kohelisky, Con £ to Come to Him.
ROCKLAND
25-63
about thisJittle nrattei of correct
stance Robertson. The hostess re A

Forty-four years ago this month we
moved into the store we now occupy. Fortyfour years of pleasant business relations with
eur many friends and customers. We have
seen many changes, hut we still have families
who have been our customers all these years.

We can recall mothers, then their daugh
ters, then the grandchildren, and quite a num
ber of great-grandchildren whom we can now
count as our customers.

Johnson
Gowns
A new shipment of Gowns is receive-!
each week direct from New York

No Two Are Alike

Prices range from

’25.00

’16.00

THE H. A. JOHNSON HAT SHOPPE
16 Limerock Street

At a meeting of motor vehicle
Cleveland automotive manufac
commissioners of eastern states held
in New York. Charles A. Harnett of turers and merchants have been in
New York state declared that "care strumental in having established a
lessness or selfishness" on the pub vocational school for the training of
lic highways of tliat state last year motor car mechanics. The course
Caused the death of 2,120 persons and covers three years. The first will
the Injury of 34,398. lie declared be devoted to study, the second to
regulation must be more rigorous alternate two weeks of study and
than in the past. Taxicabs, which
represented only 2'4 per cent of the
nntilier of vehicles registered, caused
17 per cent of all the accidents.

practical shop work with part pay
and the third to ahop work on full
pay witit four hours a week of atudy
on salary.
"Why have modern girls hard
faces?" asks experts. It isn't the
face, it's tlie finish that's hard.—

PARK

EMPIRE

SATURDAY ONLY
WILLIAM HART In

'TUMBLE WEEDS”

Also
“DIXIE

PHONE 409

TODAY

Tel. 756

Rockland

MERCHANT”

TODAY—WEDNESDAY

Harry Langdon
In

“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp*
Also
“CREEN ARCHER" No. 9

W ednesday-Thursday

ART ACORD

We hope to greet at this sale some of our
old friends and many new ones. We are go
ing to give some wonderful bargains all the
week.

‘WESTERN PLUCK’

Every department of our store is full of
New Spring Goods for this Anniversary Sale.

ALL STAR CAST

THREE SHOWS—2.00, 6.45, 8.30—REGULAR PRICES

Friday-Saturday

THURSDAY—FRIDAY

Talk about daring horseman
ship 1
You can see Art do
everything but ride down the
side of a house in his latest
Western picture.

Sptctael*
Of

—A Iso—

“The Warrior Cap”

House Peters

BEBE DANIELS

in

“COMBAT”

For homts without titctritili, the Muylar it
aotiUble with in-buih
leuoline motor.

f rO»T» BABCI

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

Behe In the type of
claas-comedy in which
she has no feminine
equal on the screen.
With

Warner Baxter
Ford Sterling

T

TRAFFIC *
TALKS

a

FABLES

ceived many pretty gifts.

*S ZS z\ ZN ZN Z\ ZN Z\ ZN ZN ZN ZN Z\ ZN ZN ZS

ROCKLAND,

I

MAINS

stopping.

NEWS

For the benefit of those who did not see the Miss Benner Film—
It will be shown at the Park Theatre again on Thursday ‘ Friday

you Can't STRAND
Sidestep

Washdays
But you can make them
a whole lot easier with a
Maytag—the washer that
has washed its way into
hundreds of thousands of
homes—that is washing its
way into a thousand- homes
a day.
Phone us—let us deliver
a Maytag to do a week’s
washing—free. See how
much cleaner your clothes
are—how much sooner you
are through.
'
lj ll Doesn't Sell It
self, Don’t Keep It.

TODAY
-THE MAN UPSTAIRS”
A Warner Bros. Classic
NUFF- SAID

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

SHE’S A RIOTOUS “LADY” IN SKIRTS
EH? WHAT? WHO? WHY—
a

MADAM BEHAVE

A Farcial Al. Christie Potpouri of Laughter and
Smiles—a Killer of the Blues, Featuring—

Julian Eltinge

James J.

and

O'Hara

Ann Pennington
Premier Stage

Stars and Screen

Organ

Favorites

S. W. HASTINGS
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN

The Famous Woman Impersonator and the Most
Celebrated Follies Jazz Dancer in the Most Amus
ing Comedy Ever Screened.
There’s a Laugh in Every Scene—Ha Ha's Lrntil

RADIO SERVICE
R. W. TYLER

COMEDY

L 7///^1)1 IIIIIIt!

J

(!l'i!shl>l )

Your Sides Achd—Delicious Screen Entertain
ment For Young and Old Alike—The Most De
lectable Screen Farce of the Decade.

SHE’S A COUSIN TO ‘CHARLEY’S AUNT’

Breaking Records

"SALADA"
TEA

DM
'All Records Broken for Sales.
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

20
J3

36
SLO

12

23

17

18

3T

28

14
1<?

31

30

33

32

34
■ 36

35
i?

37 3* 32 40

2? 56

2T

23

21

It"

42 43 41

41

48

46
50

54

52. 53

51

55

56

57

60

61

58

5<f

bi

63

62

66

63

1SI24, Western Newspaper Union.)

Vertical.

Hoirizontal.

5—To decorata
1—To assist
8—God of war
10—Chinese money of recount
112—Set of tools
13—To bump
•15-—For example (abbr.)
Il7—Auditory organ
18— Part of “to be"
19— Questioning exclamation
20— Subterfuge
23—This person
24—To ply with the hands
27—Slumber
29—To open a keg
SI—A dyestuff
$2—Mistaken idea
84—A national park
S9—Be quiet!
36—Thus
57— Benches
41—Frankness
48—A step
47—To weep
48—European blackbird
so—To plague
52—To exist
54—Binding material
55— Skyward
58— Confederate general
57—Consumed
59—Street (abbr.)
80— Circuit of a race course
81— Number under 4
82— Evergreens
63—Chickens
86—Young girl
88—Biblical character who sold his
birthright
gelation wilt nppear In next

2— Printing measure

3— Body of water
4— King of Troy
5— Jeweled headdress
6— Egyptian king
7— Malden loved by Zeus
9—To pull, like a rubber band
10—Hobo
11—Belonging to her
14—At that time
16—Body of water partly surround*
ed by land
19—Shield
21—Body of water
22—Snakellke fish
25—Drunkard
26—Suffix used In forming the names
of enzymes
28—Place (abbr.)
30—Alas!
33—Donkey
34—Indefinite period of time
36—Sunday
37—To halt
38—Organ of hearing
[ 39—To point
40—An arbor
j 41—Company (abbr.)
42—To act
43—Preposition
44—United States of America
(abbr.)
i 45—Ribbed material (pi.)
47—Stairs
■ 4®—To *hoek
51—Approaches
<»—
I —Toilet case
68—Indefinite periods of time
62—Note of scale
64—South America (abbr.)
Issue.

THE SATIN MOTH

Oommlssloner
of
Agriculture
Claiming that pow er rates-always
Frank P. Washburn has issued a have been. nn;l undoubtedly always
quirantine against the movement of will be. determined by economic
poplar or willow cuttings on ac
count of the satin moth from (lie conditions. Col. F. 11. Fu|*num of Au
territory already Infested to the free gusta. speaking at the Bond Sales
area within the state.
men's Club of Portland explained that
All the territory within the State .Maine people had nothing to fear
between the following towns and the
should surplus electricity be ex
Atlantic Ocean Is designated as
ported from the State.
Satin Moth Infestrd Area: Warren,
'There is no Federal law on the
Friendship, Bristol, Boothbay. Wis
casset. Woolwich. Ball). Brunswick, statute books today," continual! the
Durham, Lisbon, Auburn, Poland. speaker, "which authorizes the Inter
Casco. Naples, Sebago, Hiram and state Commerce Commission or any
Porter. This territory has been other government agency to regulate
Less than
scouted and found infested by the interstate power rules.
! federal authorities. The new quar- 4% of the developed power in the
jantine by the State department of United States crosses State lines
j agriculture is to prevent the move- and there Is no insication that this
percentage will increase.
|ment of cuttings from within the
"Assuming that Maine should send
territory under federal quarantine
500.000 horsepower across her bor
into any other part of the State
ders. which Is far more probably than
which is known as the free area.
ever will go. that amount would he
The Satin Moth was the first re negligible so far as the rest of the
ported in the United States In July. United States is concerned.
The
1920, and was located at Malden. problem of regulating rates between
Just north of Boston. The insect de states therefore will remain an econ
rives its name from the white, satin- omic one and will be determined by
tike appearance of the moths which the laws of supply and demand.
In
re quite large and have no color that ease the prices of delivered
markings on the wings.
The moths power will always lie determined—
inter in the larval state, hlbernat- 1 like the cost of shoes, apples and po
ing in a small web. These webs are tatoes—by the cost of delivery to the
found in the crevices In the bark of •onsumer.
This means tliat the
the tree. Emerging in the spring as farther away a consumer is from the
ullicient foliage is available, the power house the more he will pay
larva feeds until about the first of since transmission costs are a high
uly when the caterpillar changes to part of delivery costs."
moth. The moth deposits its eggs
Col. Farnuni insisted that federal
about the middle of July and these regulation of rates were opitosed by
eggs hatch in 15 days to start an such well informed men as Secretary
other life cycle.
f'Commerce Hoover who has given
This insect has been in this coun this particular phase a great deal of
study
in the interests of the Amertry such a short time that not a
great deal is known of its habits, lean people.
besides its feeding on poplar and
Blanching out further into the
illow.
There are vast areas In subject of "export of power" Col.
Maine where poplar thrives .and it
trnum told how certain 'industries
is for the protection of these areas must seek sites near constant and
tha.t it is deemed advisable to pro dependable low-cost electricity—in
mulgate o quarantine.
dustries whose power bill is a large
The following are the regulations part of the cost.of the finished pro
“These are the
issued by Commissioner Washburn duct—20 to 40%.
In relation to the quarantine on ac kind of industries." continued Col.
Barnum, “which have been going to
count of the Satin Moth.
1. For the better protection of the Niagara Falls In the past 15 years;
sections of Maine not now infested which arc now seeking sites up on
with the Satin Moth, no species or the Saguenay River in Quebec, sites
arlety of poplar (Populus) or willow much failher removed from their
(Salix) trees, or parts thereof capa markets than our own sites here in
Maine has some power
ble of propagation shall be shipped, Maine.
offered for shipment, to a common site" which could be developed to sell
irrier. received for transportation power nearby at prices which would
or transported by a common carrier. compare vary favorably with those
“Maine's drawback has
r carried, transported, moved or al nt Niagara.
lowed to be moved from the infested been that she could not get these
areas to non-infested areas within power sites developed."
CoL Fnrnum went on to show that
the Stale.
The lines indicating the infest where big developments had been
ed and r.on-fcstcd areas shall be in made and power sold at reasonable
conformity with those estbllshcd by prices nearby that Industries had
built up in the vicinity which had
the Federal Horticultural Board.
Even
The regulations of the Federal consumed the entire output.
Horticultural Board of United States Niagara's vast output was inaotleally
Department of Agriculture regulating all consumed within a radius of 150
shipment from infested to non-ln miles from the Falls.
“This same condition ran he, ex
fested areas are herewith adopted
for the regulation of the shipment pected to follow in Maine," asserted
inside the State of Maine of the Col. l’arnum. "if some tin-inclal in
terests can be induced to muke our
altove named products.
But under existing
4. Nothing in these regulations developments.
are to be construed as applying to laws they can not he expected to
peeled pulp wood or manufactured risk iheir money if the)' are no! al
lowed to find a market for the sur
lumber.
plus during the period in which In
dustries would be attracted to our

BEES
□□□□
ED S3
EOB
DREAMING

DORDRECHT

Most tourists go to Dordrecht
Holland, to get a view of the Groote
Kerk with its famous tower, and it
deserves the attention given to it
But having seen this fine old land
mark many times, both near and
from the far countryside, 1 went
somewhat aimlessly today through
its old streets, dreaming of day
gone by, days when there was no
amount of street traffic to call for
width of streets, but when the house
and the home wa*» the adornment of
the city As I passed through th
network of narrow defiles, eyein
numerous old gables, with carya
tides.
adorned
with
clover-leaf
motifs or mosaics in masonry in the
arch. I could not hut remark the fine
artistic sense of those times. Most
of them dated from the 17th and 18th
century, but Dordrecht has fin
Gothic examples as the Bevereburgh
and the “Gulden Os.*’ and the old
* hofjes” or courts, with their orna
mental entrance gates opening up
an architect’s dream of restfulness
and qiiiet. Dordrecht is a delightful
center for canal and water trips, two
of the best being the northern Bek
in the direction of Utrecht and th
other the ‘Merwede trip, past Gerin
ehem. in the direction of Nymegen

CORNS
Lift Off-No Pain!

TO SPEND MILLIONS

Makes Its Appearance In For Maine Power DevelopKnox County—A Quar
ment If Surplus Can Be
Used.
antine.

Solution to Saturday’s Puzzle

I

Every-Other-Day
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THE CITY OF WILLIAM THE
CONQUEROR

Being one of the few million living
men aide to trace an ancestry bae
to William the Conqueror. I needed
no other excuse for staying recently
in the old Norman town of Caen,
William’s home town. It was Caen
he chose to make such and when his
stormy life was over, he was laid t
rest in the great Ahbaye aux Hom
mes. The tomb was desecrated yea
ago by the Calvinists and his re
mains lost, except a thigh bone which
is sheltered there today. Further
south, through
bewitching Nor
mandy countrysides lies Falaise,
where he was horn in the grey old
castle, ruggedly rising above the lit
tie red-roofed cottages. Legend sayi
that from tlm windows of this castle
Robert the Devil looked down upon
the peasant girl. Arlette, washing
her clothes at the well, who soon he
came the mother of the future King
of England. If you remember your
history of the Conqueror, it will n
he difficult in imagination to re
enact the wild and troubled funeral
which the old Duke had here, when
the monks of St. (Benedict carried
him to his tomb. Students of hi
tory will remember Caen also he
cause Charlotte Corday was brou
up here.

Docm'l hurt (inc bit! Drop a little
' r reczoiic * on an aching corn, inRtantlv that corn stops hurting, then
shortly you lift il right oil with
fingers.
Your druggist sells a tiny hottie of
“Fret-zone” for a few cents, sufficient
David Rosenbacli, one time fie
to remove every hai l corn, soft corn,
or corn between the Iocs, and the foot secretary of the A. E. A., has bee
.aliases, without soreness or irrita made sales manager for W. D. Fori
plan. Chicago.
tion,

SUNSET

Frank Lufkin is employed on the
pier being built at Sylvester’s Cove.
Mrs. Evans who has been board
ing with (Mrs. Henry Haskell for sev
eral weeks, returned to Massachu
setts Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer McCauley of
Stonington were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. H. Gross Sunday.
Capt. and Mrs. Walter Scott and
children Walter and Rosamond, left
Monday for Rowayton. Conn., where
Capt. Scott will take command of a
yacht.
The schools In town commenced
Monday for a ten week term.
Miss Abbie Brown of Eagle who
has been visiting relatives here has
returned home.
Fletcher Eaton has been ill but is
better at this writing.
Holy communion was observed in
the church Easter Sunday. There
was a small audience, due to bad
roads and serious colds. Rev. Mr
Junkins' sermon was inspiring along
the lines of things awakening. Miss
Annabelle Colby was at the organ.
Clyde Smith left recently for
Marblehead. Mass., where he will be
employed in the shipyard for the
summer.
Kennelh Greenlaw has gone to New
York to go yachting this season
This is Kenneth's first trip away front
home.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Knowlton ar
rived home from Medford. Mass,
Wednesday, where they have been
spending the winter. Mr. Knowlton
drove home from Rockland in his
new Buick sedan.

SIMONTON
Edward Marcello has bought a new
Ford touring ear.
John Buzzell is working for R. W
Buzzell & Co.
z
Miss Geraldine Clark spent the
weekend in Camden with friends.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell is spending a
few days in Rockport with her sis
ter. Mrs. Trlbou.
Ralph Miller is selling the Zanol
products.
Edwin and Catherine Annls liav
chickenpox.
I
Joe Simonton of Rockland called on
friends here Saturday.
Community service work is to be
given a prominent place In Maryland
Grange plans for 1926, and subordi
nate Granges are vicing with each
other as to which can render the
most conspicuous service to llic
home locality.

ATTRACTIVE
WOMEN
If You Would Be Attractive
You Must Be Healthy
A beautiful woman Is always ad
mired. There are many types of
beauty. But no
woman can be
truly beautiful
unless she is
healthy. Radiant
vitality is alw ays
attractive how
ever plain a
woman's features
may be.
Many a woman
has found her
health improved
_________________ through the use
of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.
Weakness, loss of weight, snd a
pale complexion were a few things
of which Mrs. J. C. Taylor of Box
211,
Tallahassee. Florida, com
plained before she started taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound. “I could not even sit down
and talk to a friend for any length
of time." she states. “I would for
get what I was talking about and
felt so blue” Mrs. Taylor is so
pleased with the work of the Vege
table Compound that she keeps a
bottle of it in the house at all times
—and when it is empty, her hus
band makes sure that she has a
new bottle. ‘‘I have regained my
strength." Mrs. Taylor writes. "I
can do all my housework now and
I feel just fine.”

STILL ANOTHER USE
I-JvfJra4Pfl

**yaratea

I

Llme

A JJ~J Tn
Added 10

Concrete Makes a Much
Smoother Highway.

THE NEW ALEXANDRIA

Virginia City Transformed
From Sleepy Village Into
Modern Town.

Directory

Among thd older Rockland sea cap
tains who still cherish pleasant recojlectlons of tlie voyages which they CALL
made to Alexandria, Va., is Capt.
J. Frank Gregory, who was much in i
terested a few days ago when a
friend sent him a newspaper clip
ping describing the transformation
which' has taken place in the Vir
ginia seaport. Others who have been
t
there will be equally Interested. The
story Is from the pen of Frederick
|1r
J. Haskln, the welt known writer or
1
syndicated articles, and follows;

« • • «

It would appear that the prophecy
of George Washington, a few years
before his death, that in ills opinion
Alexandria. Va., would some day
become a city of consequence Is on
the way to being fulfilled.
At least
Alexandria is being transformed from
a sleepy village into a brisk, modern
town.
It has long been the butt
of jokes of comedians appearing at
the Washington theatres—they being
sure of getting a laugh at any quip
directed toward Alexandria, even as
the mere mention of Brooklyn Hobo
ken is certain to tickle the risibilities
of New Yorkers.
Its greatest claim to the interest
of visitors has been In the fact that
In this town is the Old Christ Church
where George Washington was one of
the first vestrymen.
Many tourists
on their way to Mount Vernon stop
in Alexandria long etiough to visit
this picturesque and historic church.
The pew of Gen. IWbert E. Lee is
pointed out with as much pride as
is that of Gen. Washington. Christ
Church is proud of having had as
communicants such men as these.
Alexandria has always been the
home of many of the finest old fami
lies.of Virginia, and it is rather
amazing to note the decided differ
ence in accent between these Virgin
ians and persons living in Washing
ton.
It seems incredible that iwople
living only 7 miles apart could speak
so differently. But a Virginian is a
Virginian no matter how close to the
border he may live.

LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE

THREE CROW BRAND

OILS AND GREASES

I

LAUNDRY WORK
Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Ory.
Finish Flat Work,
shirts, Collars.

J

y

Ca.l 127

THURSTON OIL CO.
Wholesale and Retail

I

Oile for All Purposes

GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Corner Perk and Broad Ste

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

i

Tdeohone 205
WATER GLASS
EGG PRESERVER
Pints, Quarts and Gallon
Cans

H. H. .Crie & Co.
456 Main

Rockland

has long been felt. Up until now the
hotels of the town have been only
those which appear to have been
modern about the period when George
Washington was a familiar figure in
Alexandria.
A project which bids fair to rival
Christ Church as an attraction to vis
itors is the $5,000,000 Masonic me
morial to George Washington.
The
, ,, .
corner stone was laid in 1923 and it j
will take three or four years more to
complete the structure. One of the
features is the series of terraces from
the main structure to the street. The
memorial itself is -being built on a
hill and overlooks the principal
street.
It is intended as a rendez
vous for the Masons of the Nation
who wish to pay homage to Washing
ton. the Mason.
Alexandrians are proud of what
has been accomplished in the last
few years and believe that there is
no reason why with continued efforts
George Washington’s prediction may
not come true in the fullest sense.

MONUMENT8

Gilchrest
Monumental Work»

f

Main Street
Thomaston. Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leave* await * iiuann t; ».3U A M.,
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7 30, Vlnalbaven 8 15, due to arrive at Rockland about

9 45.
Return Ing leave* Rockland at 1 30 P M ,
VlnalhaveD 3.00, North Havoc at 4.00, StonIrgtou at 5 00, due to arrive at Swan'a
ls,’nd ,bou, „ w p M
B. H. STIN80S.
General Agent.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leav< Rockland
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roads will result in all highway con
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neers and highway contractors,
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showing that adding hydrated lime
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For
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more
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to the highway concrete will im
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street intersections.
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